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By Meghan McMahon
Staff writer
Eastern had its “Time to
Shine” Thursday as several hun-
dred students joined together to
clean up the campus for Family
Weekend during the campus-wide
clean-up.
The campus was divided into
17 sections from O’Brien
Stadium to Carman Hall.
Student organizations and indi-
viduals were sent to clean up their
sections with a section leader
from the event’s sponsor, the
American Marketing Assoc-
iation.  All participants were pro-
vided with plastic bags and rubber
gloves.
“We knew we lack community
service events and I thought this
would be a good idea,” Sarah
Mathison, executive vice presi-
dent of the American Marketing
Association said. “I didn’t expect
to have this much of a turnout at
all.
The groups had two targets:
“We are focusing on picking up
cigarette butts and recycling alu-
minum cans,” Mathison said.
Mathison said that the turnout
was affected by the afternoon rain.
“Approximately 500 people
signed up (for the cleanup).  I
don’t think (500 people) were
here though because of the rain,”
Mathison said.
Students cited several reasons
for participating in the cleanup.
“It’s important to try and keep
the campus clean,” Kristi Orlet, a
senior art major said, “I think it is
important for all the recognized
student organizations to come
together and do something.”
“I think it brings all the groups
together to help keep the campus
clean,” Kim Allen, a senior family
and consumer sciences major
said.
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By Tammie Sloup
Administration editor
Eastern President David Jorns
Thursday drafted a letter to Council
on University Planning and Budget
members to clarify any “misunder-
standing” stemming from the
announcement he will no longer
attend meetings.
The letter addressed the facilities
planning and management out-
sourcing report and  a bylaw change
that would remove the university
president as presiding officer of the
CUPB.
“Since some concern has been
expressed about the two items
which are the subject of this memo-
randum, I thought it would be
appropriate to comment,” Jorns said
in the memo.
Several members expressed con-
fusion and a disturbance regarding
the announcement Jorns would no
longer attend future meetings.
Jorns said the setting of program
priorities in the university’s budget
and overall allocation of those bud-
gets internally be reviewed by the
Council on University Planning and
Budget periodically. This is a man-
date under Eastern’s Board of
Trustees Governing Policies.
“The council is further charged
with reviewing and making recom-
mendations on budget transfers in
excess of $100,000,” he said. “The
number of meetings required for
these purposes is relatively few.”
Jorns said there were six meet-
ings last year, “a number which
[was] rather short,” with the
remaining scheduled meetings
being canceled for lack of agenda
items.
“Thus, it seems reasonable that a
commensurate calendar with these
responsibilities would be appropriate
President
explains
with letter
Campus clean sweep
Lacey Buidosik / Staff photographer
Heather McDonald, a senior accounting major and Beta Alpha psi mem-
ber, takes part in Easternís first annual Time to Shine Thursday afternoon
in the Booth Library Quad.
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Pemberton Hall’s ghost – urban legend?
By Tammie Sloup
Staff editor
Mattresses line the dark, dust-covered
hallway on the fourth floor of Pemberton Hall
along with boxes and various pieces of furni-
ture. Among the heap of furniture looms a
piano. The same piano “Mary” is said to have
been playing when she was supposedly mur-
dered.
The stories about the “Pemberton Ghost”
or “Pemberton Mary” vary from student to
student.
“I heard Mary was the housemother and
during breaks, some students didn’t go home.
Two girls that lived upstairs made a deal that
if one of them left the room, the other one
would look through the peephole when she
came back so she could let the other one in,”
said Kristen Wooden, a freshman English
major.
One of the girls went upstairs to play the
piano and was stabbed by a custodian who
escaped from an insane asylum, Wooden
said. She made it downstairs and knocked on
the door but her roommate couldn’t see her
because she was on the floor under the peep-
hole.
The girl made it downstairs and Mary felt
so guilty about the stabbing she went insane,
she said. Mary supposedly watches over all
the women in Pemberton now because she
wants to protect them.
“Mary” is said to be the culprit of doors
locking by themselves and televisions and
stereos being turned on and off without the
help of a Pemberton Hall resident.
The fourth floor, the alleged location of
Mary’s gruesome murder, is supposedly
where her ghost dwells. But the floor remains
unoccupied and is said to be a fire hazard.
Another story told on campus over and
over again basically entails an Eastern stu-
dent named Mary who was restless one night
and decided to relax and play the piano on the
fourth floor. While playing, a crazed janitor
bludgeoned her to death and escaped, never
to be found.
Mary forced herself to crawl to her
friend’s door and that is where her friend
found her the next day, fingernails pressed
against the door.
The stories have been passed down for
about 80 years but there was never any mur-
der in Pemberton Hall. There was in fact a
Mary Hawkins though, who was head of
Pemberton Hall from August 1910 to March
1917.
Hawkins died in the Kankakee State
Mental Hospital on the night of Oct. 29,
1918. She had been a patient for nearly a
month and was found dead during the
patient-check the next day.
The popularity of the story grew after the
legend was published in 1994 in Michael
Norman and Beth Scott’s book “Haunted
America,” which features ghost tales from all
50 states.
Pemberton residents recall several strange
happenings that they attribute to the so-called
ghost.
“Our VCR clock wasn’t set one time when
me and my roommate left and it was set when
we came back,” Wooden said.
She said many of the women aren’t afraid
of “Mary” though.
“She’s a nice ghost; we all love Mary,” she
said.
Melissa Meyers, a sophomore communi-
cations disorders major, said she recalls a
story about a doll that was found sitting up on
a resident’s bed with a poster laying on top of
it.
“The doll was sitting up but it was top-
heavy,” Meyers said. “She couldn’t get it to
sit back up (after she found it).”
Wooden also recalled a time when piano
music was heard coming from her room
when no one was in it.
“Five different people said they heard it,”
she said.
When she entered her room, no music was
playing.
But Eastern isn’t the only campus that
possesses its own ghost tale, the stories of
supernatural happenings at Sweet Briar
College in Sweet Briar, Va. are still being cir-
culated throughout the campus.
The location of the campus used to be
owned by the Fletcher and Williams families
and most of the family members are buried
on Monument Hill, which rises above the col-
lege. The presence of the families are most
strongly felt here and some of their spirits are
known to wander and frequent other areas of
the campus.
Indiana Fletcher Williams founded the
college in memory of her daughter Daisy,
who died in 1884 at the age of 16. “Miss
Indie” supposedly continues to make her
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presence known in small ways at
her college.
According to stories written by
Ann Marshall Whitley, curator of
the Sweet Briar College Museum,
there have been sitings of  “Miss
Indie” and Daisy and also a “danc-
ing cloud.”
When the college was first
built, many of the faculty members
stayed in the Sweet Briar House
because there was not enough
housing. Faculty members report-
ed “visits” from “Miss Indie” and
Daisy several times.
One night, an instructor was sit-
ting in the west parlor and electric-
ity had been installed in the house
by that time. Oil lamps were used
previously but a large overhead
chandelier had been wired for
electricity. The instructor was
using a floor lamp when the chan-
delier began to light up and turn
off by itself. 
The instructor called out:
“Daisy, stop playing with the
lights!”
“And the activity ceased imme-
diately. Daisy was known to have
been a very obedient child,”
according to Whitley’s story.
Another occurrence that hap-
pened at the Sweet Briar House
was reported by another instructor
in 1931.
One afternoon, the professor
was adjusting her hat in front of
one of the “lovely pier mirrors” in
the house, Whitley wrote. The
house has been known the mirrors
in the parlors and they were a
“delight” for the children who
were invited to the house to play
with Daisy. 
The professor thought the mir-
ror was cloudy and just needed
cleaning but the cloudiness van-
ished only to return moments later.
“The cloud seemed to move
across the glass like a mist, disap-
pear, and then the mirror cleared,”
Whitley wrote.
“She said it
looked as though
the cloud was
dancing.”
K e r r i
Rawlings, assis-
tant director of the
alumnae associa-
tion at Sweet Briar
College, also
recalls an incident
that occurred in
the summer of
1996.
Rawlings, her
roommate and
two male friends
were visiting
Monument Hill,
where a statue of
Daisy stands, just
to take a look at it.
Rawlings said
she was explain-
ing to the men
why the girls
from the college
went up to
Monument Hill
and she was being
a “smart-alec
about it.”
Immediately after the group
was joking around, Rawlings’ car
began to move by itself.
“It was shifted into drive and it
was heading toward the edge of a
hill,” she said. “I had it in park and
had the emergency brake on (when
she left the car).”
Luckily, one of the men caught
the car in time.
Rawlings also said Daisy is a
friendly ghost and would never
harm anyone.
“She died when she was 16 so
she has mischievous ways,” she
said.
At Western Illinois University,
the top floor of Simpkins Hall is
said to have been haunted for a
number of years. Windows and
doors open and close by them-
selves and lights flicker on and off
by themselves.
Typewriters type out ghostly
messages at night with no one at
the keyboards. The ghost has been
named “Harold” by students and
staff members.
Lewis and Clark Community
College, located in Godfrey, is said
to be haunted by the spirit of a for-
mer headmistress for the past 20
years.
Harriet Haskell has been
responsible for elevators operating
by themselves, haunting footsteps
and the smell of perfume in hall-
ways.
At Morton College, located in
Cicero, a fog resembling vapor
appears in classrooms from time to
time. Students and custodians have
reported seeing it and hearing
footsteps in empty corridors.
* The last three stories courtesy
of the website:
www.geocities.com./Area51/
Ghosts
from Page 1
payouts and lack of funding within
departments to pay for repairs and
renovations.
Patty Shonk, assistant library
technician and CUPB member,
recently said if a department decides
to hire a contractor to perform a pro-
ject instead of using the physical
plant, the problem is if anything goes
wrong, the university can’t repair it
for one year.
Jorns said he agrees with the pro-
posed bylaw changes that would
remove the president as the presiding
officer at meetings. 
“The CUPB is advisory to the
president,” he said. “Therefore, it
seems inconsistent for the president
to be the presiding officer in the dis-
cussions of a council which will ulti-
mately report to him/her.”
Jorns also said having the presi-
dent as chair of the council is of con-
cern for two additional reasons: this
gives CUPB a stature in the universi-
ty’s committee structure which might
appear more prominent than other
bodies equally as important, such as
Faculty Senate or the Council on
Academic Affairs; and the president
is not a voting member of the council
and not a member of the executive
committee.
“I hope you will see the logic of
these alterations and will support
them,” he said.
Jorns also commented on the
facilities planning and management
report regarding renovations and
alterations.
The report resulted from a sug-
gestion presented in the council,
“though matters of this sort are gen-
erally outside the mandate of
CUPB,” he said.
Jorns said he felt it was important
the document be sent on to facilities
planning and management, as well as
other administrators on campus, so
“we would be able to make immedi-
ate use of any efficiencies and cost
savings that the report would bring to
life.”
Council members’comments and
suggestions on the final report are
both necessary and welcome and
will be taken into consideration, he
said. Jorns said he also was pleased
the council voted to accept the sub-
committee’s work at the last meeting.
“Please forgive me if there was
any misunderstanding,” he said.
Jorns
from Page 1
Many students felt the clean-up was
a good idea to help get the campus
ready for Family Weekend.
“I’m doing this so it looks nice
for my parents when they come
down,” Jeff Dreznes, a junior
administrative information systems
major said.
“I just wanted to make the cam-
pus look presentable for Parent’s
Weekend,” Adam Fedenia, a tech-
nology graduate student said.
Many students participating in
the clean-up said it is important to
keep the campus looking clean.
“I felt this was a good opportu-
nity to pick up and make this cam-
pus shine,” Matt Allen, a senior
administrative information systems
major said.
“It’s important for students to
help out,” Jeremy Bress, a junior
administrative information system
major said.  “It’s one way to help
show we actually care about how
the campus looks.”
“I feel that everyone that is a part
of Eastern should want their cam-
pus to look as good as possible,”
Connasha Irby, a sophomore zoolo-
gy and pre-med major said. “There
was a need for me to come out here
and help the campus look good.”
Mathison was pleased with the
turnout and hopes that future
cleanups will be just as successful.
“It was a huge success.
Hopefully next year we can make it
that much better,” Mathison said.
Clean
from Page 1
Deanna McIntyre / photo editor
Pemberton Hall is the home of the alleged ghost Mary,
who is just one of many ghosts which haunt the stories
on college campuses.
Please forgive me if there
was any misunderstanding.
David Jorns,
Eastern president
“
”
A cutline in Thursday’s edition
of The Daily Eastern News incor-
rectly identifies and quotes Mike
Loudon, English professor. Louden
voiced concern over the social
impact of accepting the operating
of sweat shops at the panel discus-
sion “The Reality of Sweatshops.”
Correction
By Jake Pope
Staff writer
University Board Chair Jerry Wilson
Thursday stressed the changes that the
group will undergo in attempt to repay loss-
es accrued from past concerts.
Wilson presented a plan to
Apportionment Board members that would
require UB members to approve any events
that cost more than $5,000 by a two thirds
vote. After approval from the UB, the pro-
posed event would have to be approved by
the AB.
The UB was loaned $20,000 for the
1997 Aretha Franklin Family Weekend con-
cert, which lost more than $38,000. The UB
also recently lost $18,000 from the spring
Carrot Top performance.
Wilson also said the group will develop a
quick public response from students within
a week from e-mail, the Daily Eastern
News, a website and surveys.
“There are some interior problems with
UB that I’ve found really need to be looked
at,” Wilson said. “Things are definitely
going to change.
“I think, in no way, should concerts be a
barometer of what UB is,” he said.
Wilson also presented a loan proposal to
the AB that would pay back the deficit over
a three-year period.
The loan was proposed in this way
because Wilson said it was not fair to punish
students, when no student fees are used to
finance concerts.
Wilson said that without a loan, the other
UB committees will be hurt, but with a
three-year loan the concerts board can take
care of their own problems.
“Student Government has the utmost
confidence that UB is turning itself around
and I believe you should look at this pro-
posal with an open mind,” said Student
Body President Steve Zielinski. “The possi-
bility of canceling this year’s and future
years’spring concerts was brought up again
as well.”
“I believe there should not be a spring
concert until concerts [committee] can pay
their debt,” Wilson said.
Wilson said with this help from AB, the
UB can pay back their bills and build up a
concert account reserve once again. In the
past, there were two concert accounts; one
profits account and one $30,000 reserve
account, both of which have been spent. 
”I support whatever AB decides,” A B
Chair Mike Hansen said. “We will meet
with UB this week to work out a loan agree-
ment.”
This agreement will be voted on at next
week’s AB meeting.
The AB also announced the current bal-
ances of the fee-funded boards’accounts.
The  AB announced that the UB concert
committee’s deficit after last year is official-
ly $17,329. The other UB committees came
out with $95 in excess. 
The Dramatic Performances board had
an extra $2,800 and Student Senate came
out on top by $2,200.
The AB lost $1,387 and Sports and
Recreation lost $574. The official total of the
Student Activities Reserve Fund is
$113,408.
By Joe Sanner
Staff editor
A man charged with sexually assaulting an
Eastern student is out on $10,000 bond and as
part of the bond agreement, is not allowed on
campus or near the victim of the alleged
assault.
Randy L. Stonewall ,18, an Eastern student
from Chicago, has been charged with felony
criminal sexual assault; aggravated criminal
sexual abuse, a Class 2 felony; and misde-
meanor criminal sexual assault.
The 18-year-old woman informed police
that a man she knew as “Randy” followed her
and her roommate around at a party in the 1200
block of Division Street on or about the night of
Sept. 11, court documents said.
The woman said the man approached her
and her roommate and asked her roommate “if
she was pregnant.”
The woman told police her roommate
answered “no” and the man asked if they were
going outside. When the woman replied “no,”
the man said: “I’ll be waiting for you outside,”
a court document stated.
The woman went outside a short time later
and was grabbed by a male from behind and
carried to the front porch of the residence, a
court document stated. 
The man then removed the woman’s over-
alls and carried her to the north side of the res-
idence where he allegedly threw her down and
forced himself on top of her, court documents
said.
The woman said the man bit her on the neck
and mouth and fondled her before forcing her
to have oral sex, court documents said.
The woman told police said she told the
man “don’t” in regards to his sexual advances
and attempted to force him away. The woman
told police she was then able to get away from
the man, a court document said.
The documents say Stonewall admitted to
having sexual contact with the woman, but do
not say if he stated that both parties consented.
The woman described the man as wearing a
cream-colored zip-up jacket with a collar, jeans
and a red shirt.
Police found a cream-colored jacket, red
striped shirt and cream-colored pants laying in
plain sight upon entering Stonewall’s residence
in Carman Hall, court documents said.
Another man at the party also informed
police that he saw Stonewall and the woman
kissing at the party, court documents said.
If convicted of criminal sexual assault,
Stonewall would face a four to 15 years manda-
tory prison sentence.
Stonewall will appear in court again  Nov.
16 so a judge may decide if there is enough evi-
dence to allow the case to go to trial.
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Congratulations to the Ladies of Kappa Delta
on their GPAs for the Spring Semester!!
4.0
Alicia Acker                                                   Amanda Furlan
Melissa Figler                                               Tammi Jo Devore
Missy Hampton                                                    Maggie lewis
Missy Roeder
3.9 - 3.5
Angie Beckman                                                     Katie Wegner
Ciara Bozarth                                                      Stacey Wolf
Kim Cajka                                                         Kerri Mauger
Barbie Chenault                                                     Abbie Schaut
Suzie Grecnhill                                                Stephanie Talamonti 
Meghan  McGovern        Shannon McNulty               Patti Muster
3.0-3.49
Teresa Benson
Jenne Brdlik
Tammy Brydin
Tracy Cavanaugh
Alison Driscoll
Kelly Fairchild
Nikki Finki
Erica Lingl
Allison Lloyd
Amy McGoogan
MaryAnn Mueller
Sara Nelson 
Bridget Pehr
Melissa Rainey
Elizabeth Rayhill
Melissa Rosignol
Brenda Russel
Julie Reyle
Julie Schimmelpfinnig
Jamie Tanner
Angie Thatcher
Colleen Michalides
Cori Franz
Erin Gaffey
Jamie Gillespie
Jen Gugliotta
Erica Gumbrell
Jill Hurley
Jen Klunkovski
University Theatre
Doudna Fine Arts Center Presents:
Collision Course
8pm October 28 - 31
Nov 4-7
2pm Nov. 1 
In the Studio
Eastern student charged with assault out on bond
By Alice Hosty
Staff writer
The EIU Parents Club and University
Board have a full weekend of activities
planned for students and their families to cel-
ebrate Family Weekend ‘98.
The festivities will start at 4 p.m. today
with color video buttons and face and pump-
kin painting until 8 p.m. in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union Bridge/Walkway
lounge.
“Students and family members can get a
photo taken that will be printed in color on a
button that reads Family Weekend ‘98,” said
Shirley Stewart, assistant vice president for
student affairs. 
“Pumpkins will be provided for people to
paint and take home with them.”
Adult family members can use the facili-
ties at the Recreation Center for no cost from
4 to 10 p.m. today.
“Ping pong tables will be set up and par-
ents are welcome to use the equipment and
walk around the track if they wish,” Stewart
said.
An all-you-can-eat spaghetti dinner will be
served from 5 to 8 p.m. today in the
Rathskeller followed by free bingo from 8 to
11 p.m. The price for dinner is $6 for adults
and $3 for children.
Events will begin at 9 a.m. Saturday with a
free continental breakfast of bagels, rolls,
fruit, coffee and juice until 12 p.m. in the
Union outside of the bookstore.
Color video buttons will be available from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 4 to 8 p.m. in the Union
Bridge/Walkway area.
Face and pumpkin painting will take place
from 9 a.m. to noon in the Union TV Lounge. 
A deli box lunch will be available for pick-
up from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Union
Coffee Express area. 
Tickets for the $4 lunch are still available
and include a turkey or ham sandwich, fruit,
chips, desert and a drink.
Family members also have a cook-out
option from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the
Rathskeller. Tickets for a pork chop for $5
and a hot dog for $3 are still available.  Both
include chips, desert and a drink. 
After the Eastern football game at 1:30
p.m., family members are invited to a buffet
from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the Union
University and Grand Ballrooms. The price is
$7.50 for adults and $4 for children.
Siblings are encouraged to wear their
Halloween costumes for trick-or-treating
from 6 to 9 p.m. in Greek Court, which fea-
tures a “Haunted House” at the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity house, located at 2103 12th
St.
“Throughout some of the events we will
have staff members dressed in Halloween
costumes to help carry out the Halloween
spirit,” Stewart said. “I think it will be a fun
weekend for all.”
A farewell brunch will be held from 9 a.m
to noon Sunday in the University and Grand
ballrooms and color video button will again
be available in the Union Walkway/Bridge
Lounge.
The price for the brunch is $7.50 for
adults and $4 for children.
18-year-old not allowed to come near campus
Three days of activities kickoff
today for 1998 Family Weekend
UB chair announces plan
to repay concert loans
Parents Club, UB have events planned for all


Don’t feel for Righter;
he has lied about Hodge
I am writing in response to Jaime
Hodge’s opinion piece concerning
Dale Righter’s unfortunate position.
First, Hodge, you seem to be
impressed at the political motivation of
these acts. Published reports in area
newspapers have quoted police sources
saying that they believe the incidents
are related to Righter’s former position
as prosecutor for the East Central Drug
Task Force. Your concern for political
motivation is reaching.
Second, if we should be concerned
about fear and intimidation then we
should definitely be concerned about
Righter’s previous association as pros-
ecutor for the ECIDTF. The ECIDTF
most definitely relies upon perpetration
fear and intimidation in carrying out its
daily activities. It is most likely that
Righter himself, in his position as
prosecutor, used fear and intimidation
(however sanctioned) to coerce testi-
mony, probe for information and force
pleas or confessions from defendants.
Third, Hodge incorrectly states that
Righter wants to be “re-elected to a
political office.” Righter was appointed
to this position. But, Hodge, that’s OK
because Righter himself seems to have
forgotten that his opponent Carolyn
Brown Hodge has never been elected
(or appointed) to a political office
either. Righter promulgates this lie in
one of his television spots. He claims
that Carolyn Brown Hodge raised
taxes $40 million last year. That is a lie
on Righter’s behalf, as Brown Hodge
has never controlled a single penny of
our taxes.
Vote for Carolyn Brown Hodge on
election day and don’t cry for Righter
at night. 
Bryan Turner
senior biological science,
social science major
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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Taking the giant leap into college fromhigh school usually means freedom. Notanymore.New provisions made to campus secu-
rity in a higher-education bill approved by
President Clinton will allow Eastern officials to
contact parents of students under the age of 21 if
they have been arrested for an alcohol or drug vio-
lation.
Eastern already notifies parents of dependents;
under the new provisions, even students who have
become independent from their parents are subject
to phone calls home to mom and dad.
While this is a nice
concept and gives par-
ents a feeling of long-
distance authority over
their college students, it
clearly strips students
from truly experiencing
college life.
At the age of 18,
people are legal adults – they can vote, buy ciga-
rettes and watch pornography. This freedom to
make decisions and chose what path a person’s life
takes is the responsibility that coincides with being
an adult.
The hardest lessons learned in life are those
learned through making mistakes. But these are the
lessons that are always remembered.
If a student is cited for alcohol or drug viola-
tions, he or she pays the consequences through
hefty fines and public announcement in the police
blotter.
The only thing having a university mommy and
daddy tattling on students to their real parents
would do is deny individual freedoms: the right to
be an adult, make choices and take responsibility
for their actions.
Students 18-years-old and up have the responsi-
bility to take care of themselves. So why infringe
upon that freedom and shelter them longer? No
matter how smart you are, you will go nowhere
until you are forced to experience common sense
A security 
violation
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u c e b @ p e n . e i u . e d u
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Security, for me, took a tumble not when I read
that there were Communists in Hollywood but
when I read your editorial in praise of loyalty 
testing and thought control. If a man is in health,
he doesn’t need to take anybody else’s 
temperature to know where he is going.
Elwyn Brooks White,
American writer, 1899-1985
Higher education bill
Tattling on students under the
age of 21 will not teach them
responsibility. Only indepen-
dence can teach them how to
handle life’s situations.
■ The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Practically every day,you can read an articleabout the UniversityBoard’s various prob-
lems. The two concerts the UB
has hosted since I’ve been here
haven’t gone over quite as well
as the UB would have hoped.
And now, there is talk about
canceling some events to make
up for the budget deficit.
There’s no point in canceling
concerts if the UB is going to
have the same problems in two or three years that it has
now. Before the UB does anything, a serious analyzation
needs to be conducted of where the problems lie.
Well, where does one start?
The formula the UB is using to come up with ticket
prices for these concerts is obviously not working. My
freshman year, I had the opportunity to see Aretha Franklin
or Carrot Top (two acts I didn’t especially want to see but
was willing to see at the right price). Both concerts were, by
far, way too expensive for my liking.
Even when the concerts were far from selling out, the
UB kept ticket prices up, instead of filling seats with cheap-
er tickets. Why?
Another problem I feel plaguing the UB is its lack of
audience recognition. Who’s your main market for some-
thing like a spring concert? Students, of course. So, why
doesn’t the UB gear the concerts toward the student body?
By taking a cross-section of the student body and surveying
them on such issues as how much they are willing to pay
and the kind of acts they would like to see, the UB could set
more realistic prices.
The UB has another huge problem: By spring, pretty
much every student is near broke. I know I was just scraping
by last semester by the time Carrot Top rolled into town.
Maybe the UB members have thought about these issues
and then some. Maybe they’ve even implemented plans to
cut costs while still delivering a quality show. 
If they have, they’re not
working.
Some have tried to peg the
problem on the acts. I can’t buy
that anymore. If you keep losing
money with almost every act
you bring in, maybe it’s not the
act causing the loss – maybe it’s
the planning that’s the culprit.
UB’s quick solution to its
woes: Cancel concerts.
Being Family Weekend, I’ll
dispense some worldly advice
my mother and father always gave me: “Never take the easy
way out of a situation.” I have this gut feeling that’s exactly
what the UB is doing.
But, at the same token, my first semester of my fresh-
man year, I had a class where I was getting a low D / high F
and the last drop date was approaching. I called my parents
and asked them what I should do, fully expecting the “Don’t
give up just because it gets hard” speech.
“Drop that course now, Joey.”
“But, didn’t you always tell me not to take the easy way
out?”
“Yeah, but you need to pick your battles carefully. You’re
obviously in way over your head.”
Needless to say, I dropped the course. To this day, I think
it was the best thing for me.
I’m not going to even pretend I know the financial hard-
ships the UB is suffering. If the UB is in as big of trouble as
it says it is, maybe it needs to take the loss, admit to its prior
mistakes and drop a concert or two. Hopefully, the UB can
reorganize and learn from its prior blunders.
But if this problem isn’t as bad as the UB members want
us to believe, they need to work harder to look for a better
solution than the concert-cancelling quick fix.
Look to solve, UB, not use a ‘quick fix’
“There’s no 
point in canceling 
concerts if the 
UB is going to
have the same 
problems in two
or three years 
that it has now.”
Joe Zukowski
Online editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
■ Joe Zukowski is a computer science major and a biweekly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cujjz1@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
should indicate their year in school
and major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letter policy
’
.
By Chris Bacon
Staff writer
Government documents prove
UFOs really do exist, a UFO
researcher told about 80 people
Thursday night.
“Initially, I think it was probably
the wisest policy (to cover up UFO
research). However, in my opinion,
in the decades since, the public
should have begun to be prepared
that this is real. This is not science
fiction. This is not Hollywood. This
is real,” said Robert Hastings, a
UFO researcher during his speech
titled “UFO’s: The Hidden History.”
Hastings said he began inter-
viewing former and retired Air
Force members after witnessing five
UFOs at an Air Force Base in
Montana when he was 16. 
“I have personally interviewed
26 persons who were stationed at
Air Force bases during the 60s and
70s,” Hastings said. “We have a
growing body of evidence that
UFOs seem to be interested in
something and perhaps, from time
to time, interfering with it.”
Hastings said he has compiled
documents obtained from the U.S.
government through the Freedom of
Information Act to present his pro-
gram.  He presented a slide show,
which included statements from the
documents and some photographs
of UFOs, which he said have been
extensively analyzed for their
authenticity.
“I’ve made some dramatic state-
ments, and what I’m saying comes
straight from document files,”
Hastings said. “It is not speculative
or based on theory in the least.”
The documents contained infor-
mation concerning crashed “flying
saucers,” UFO sightings, alleged
alien abductions and aerial dog-
fights in which pilots attempted to
engage in contact with UFOs.
“There is no country on earth
with an aircraft capable of the
maneuvers described in this docu-
ment,” Hastings said of the dog-
fights.
The last document Hastings dis-
cussed concerned recovered space-
craft.  Dated March 22, 1950, the
declassified document stated that
three “flying saucers” were recov-
ered from New Mexico.  According
to the document, each flying saucer
was occupied by three bodies of
human shape only three feet tall,
dressed in metallic cloth of a “very
fine texture.”
“My opinion (of this document)
is far more conservative,” Hastings
said.
“Because names have been cen-
sored, researchers can’t confirm or
refute the statements. The document
is also very vaguely worded, and
there is no hint of what became of
the craft. But I think it’s safe to say
that, in 1950, J. Edgar Hoover was
secretly informed that spacecraft
had been secretly recovered.”
Hastings encouraged the audi-
ence to look at the documents for
themselves in order to become bet-
ter educated about the matter.
“Don’t take my word for this,”
Hastings said. “I think we’re in for a
very interesting future, and I think
the best thing one can do is educate
oneself with credible sources.  I like
‘The X-Files’ too, but that’s
Hollywood.”
Hyland Smith, a junior psychol-
ogy major, said that he thought
Hastings presented some very inter-
esting theories.
“I wouldn’t say that he’s defini-
tively proven in my mind that we’ve
been visited,” Smith said.
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Deep Dish $1 Extra
667 Lincoln Ave.
Call Us! 348-1626
Saturday- Prime Rib,  Vegetable,  and
Choice of Potato $11.95
Deli Buffet
11:00 AM til 10:00 PM
Lounge House hours
11:00 AM - 1:00 AM
Friday- Too Much Walleye Dinner
w/ fries & slaw $5.95
NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED
*accept MasterCard, Visa & American Express
feel strong
have fun
Advertise
UFO researcher says ‘they’re out there’
Hotels booked for
Parent’s Weekend
By Nicole Meinheit
City editor
Families looking for a hotel this
weekend will have to go to
Effingham to find a room.
“Usually we don’t take reserva-
tions for next year until January so
they call us in January and we
booked within 15 days,” said Roy
Batel, manager of the Comfort In
Arcola.
Hotels in Charleston book even
sooner. Super 8 Motel, located on
Route 16 in Mattoon, takes reserva-
tions a year in advance.
When families stay at the Super
8 for Family Weekend, they make
reservations for the next year’s
Family Weekend, said Rich Fanelli,
manager.
The Best Western Worthington
Inn, 920 W. Lincoln Ave., open their
reservations for Family Weekend in
January, like the Comfort Inn in
Arcola, but they are fully booked
that day, said David Kirsch, general
manager.
Throughout the year, all the
hotels receive calls asking if there
are any cancellations.
“People call every day ... every
hour,” Batel said. “One guy just
called me about two seconds ago.”
This year, Arcola’s hotels are
pulling double duty. Batel said his
hotel is not only hosting visitors for
Eastern’s family weekend, but visi-
tors for a rodeo Saturday in Arthur.
“(This year) we have two special
events on the same day, but every
year we are booked up on Parents’
Weekend,” Batel said.
The Comfort Inn even increases
their prices for Family Weekend,
Batel said. The increase is between
$10 and $20 a room depending on
how many people stay in the room,
he said.
Extra staff is on hand to make
sure all of the guests are comfort-
able but the staff doesn’t see too
much of the Family Weekend
guests, Batel said.
“We don’t see them too much
during the day; they come here
about 9 p.m., some at 12 a.m. and
they go back to the university in the
morning,” Batel said.
Kanaiyalal Shah, manager of the
Howard Johnson in Effingham, said
his hotel used to be booked like that.
“(In the last) two or three years
we filled up on a last minute basis
on Friday but not with a reserva-
tion,” Shah said.
Before Charleston built more
hotels, Shah’s hotel was booked
both nights for Family Weekend, he
said.
By La’ Shon Cannon
Staff writer
Eastern is celebrating this
Halloween weekend by offering
safe trick-or-treating for
Charleston children and others vis-
iting for Family Weekend.
“Ghosts, Goblins and Greeks”
will be held from 6 to 9 p.m.
Saturday at all of the chapter hous-
es in Greek Court.
Each fraternity and sorority
house will be decorated with
Halloween scenery and members
will hand out candy to the children.
“I thinks it’s a good idea to
involve the university and the com-
munity. It’s an opportunity for the
kids to have a good time,” said Kris
Harding, area coordinator of the
north campus.
The goal of  “Ghosts, Goblins
& Greeks” is to ensure safety while
the kids trick-or-treat. 
Each chapter was pre-assigned
a particular candy to give out.
Delta Chi will give out suckers,
Delta Sigma Phi will pass out
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups,
Lambda Chi Alpha will give out
M&M’s, Pi Kappa Alpha will give
out Dots, Sigma Chi will give out
Hershey Miniatures, Sigma Nu
will give out Sweet Tarts, Sigma
Phi Epsilon will give out Snickers,
Alpha Gamma Delta will give out
Jolly Ranchers,Alpha Phi will give
out gum, Delta Zeta will give out
Kit Kats, Sigma Kappa will give
out Hershey Kisses, Black Greek
Council will give out Tootsie Rolls,
Kappa Delta and Sigma Pi will
give out Milky Ways, Alpha Sigma
Alpha and Tau Kappa Epsilon will
give out Twizzlers, Alpha Sigma
Tau and Delta Tau Delta will give
out 3 Musketeers and Sigma
Sigma Sigma and Phi Delta Theta
will give out Butterfingers.
“I think that it is a great thing
for the community and it gets the
residents out,” said Resident
Assistant of Stevenson Hall Nick
Facchina. “It unites the community
and the university.”
The event will also feature a
window decorating contest and the
winner will receive $50 donated to
the charity of their choice.
“We are helping the Charleston
community by giving out candy. It
is fun to watch the kids dress up
and get excited about getting
candy,” said Khalilah Johnson, his-
torian for the Black Greek Council.
Eastern has hosted Halloween
events for the area children for sev-
eral years.
“It is a way for us to present a
safe place for the community kids
to trick-or-treat,” said  Adam
Westley, community service co-
chair of interfraternity council. “ It
has always been pretty successful.”
The Black Greek Council,
Interfraternity and Panhellenic
Councils are sponsoring “Ghost,
Goblins & Greeks.”
‘Ghosts, goblins’ converge for
trick-or-treating on campus
Program sponsored
to give Charleston
children ‘safe’
Halloween night
It is fun to watch the kids
dress up and get excited
about getting candy.
Khalilah Johnson,,
historian for the Black Greek Council
“
”
Lacey Buidosik / Staff photographer
Robert Hastings, a UFO expert
researcher, talks to Eastern students
and faculty Thursday night.
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RHA merges
with Coffeetalk
Core review on timetable
By Justin Kmitch
Associate News Editor
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday heard the status of
two of five subcommittees review-
ing Eastern’s core curriculum.
CAA Chair Bill Addison said
the subcommittee examining the
human behavior, social interaction
and well being segment met
Thursday for the second time and
members are planning on meeting
again before members hold their
required campus-wide hearing.
“We have had some good dis-
cussion,” he said. “We have been
discussing the  inclusion of intro-
ductions to several courses, the
numbers of course clusters in any
particular segment, and even the
number of courses in a segment.”
The subcommittee exploring the
cultural experience/fine arts com-
ponent and the cultural experi-
ence/philosophy and literature
components of the integrated core
also has met.
“Our meeting went good,” said
CAA member Jill Owen. “We
examined issues such as ‘What do
we really want to gain from this?’
and ‘Are 80 upper division courses
necessary?’”
Last spring, a proposal to
review general education classes
was approved. Currently, five sub-
committees, consisting of three to
five members, are dealing with var-
ious segments of the integrated
core.
The proposal also required the
CAA to establish a timetable for the
review. The schedule in the propos-
al stated the five subcommittees
dealing with segments of the core
conduct campus-wide hearings by
the fourth week of class. It also con-
tained a rough draft of a recom-
mendation to be developed as a
result and circulated campus-wide.
A second round of hearings is to be
conducted by the 10th week of
classes.
In other council business, mem-
bers voted to again postpone taking
action regarding Bill Hubschmitt’s,
chair of the art department, request
to add a new digital art course to the
art department’s curriculum.
Rock and soul band to perform
By Roberta Rewers
Staff writer
Eastern students and their fami-
lies tonight have the opportunity to
enjoy the sounds of Dr. Wu’s Rock
and Soul Revue.
The local band will perform
from 8 p.m until midnight in the
University Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Dr. Wu’s Rock and Soul Revue
will perform a smorgasbord of
songs and a variety of stage acts. A
dance floor will be set up for fami-
lies who want to dance and free
popcorn and pop will be provided.
Based on student suggestions,
additional attractions were added
for Family Weekend. Dr. Wu’s Rock
and Soul Revue was added to the
schedule for Friday night’s attrac-
tions, said Shirley Stewart, director
of student services. Stewart said the
band is “very interesting and very
popular.”
The performance of Dr. Wu’s
Rock and Soul Revue is funded by
the University Union Programming.
There is no cost for the event.
Bingo at the Rathskeller
The University Board and the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union Bookstore tonight are spon-
soring bingo for families as a part
of Family Weekend.
Bingo will be held from 8 to 11
p.m. in the Rathskeller, located in
the basement of the Union.
“Last year it was a highly suc-
cessful program,” said Ceci Brinker,
assistant director of student life.
The event is free and will feature
“celebrity callers.” The bingo num-
bers will be called by student lead-
ers, faculty and administrators,
Brinker said.
She said there will be many
prizes including several items of
Eastern apparel donated by the
bookstore.
– Staff report
Chris Sievers
Staff writer
Coffeetalk was saved from
elimination Thursday night after
members of the Residence Hall
Association approved  a proposal
to take over the organization by a
vote of 20-2.
Coffeetalk is a program that
schedules bands and other per-
formers for Friday night shows at
the Stevenson Hall Dining Service.
Before the vote RHAs repre-
sentative from Taylor Hall, Anne
Bergstrom urged RHA members
to think about how they vote.
“A lot of people are apathetic
(about this issue),” Bergstrom said.
“Unless you guys are going to help
us out, abstain from voting.”
RHA President Colette
Guerdet said Coffeetalk was look-
ing for members that would be
actively involved in talking over
the program.
“We’re looking for people to be
in charge,” Guerdet said.  “We are
looking for people who will chair
different parts of the organization.”
Coffeetalk’s Co-chair Steve
Whitlock was at the meeting to
answer any questions before the
vote. 
“I’m willing to do whatever it
takes to keep the program going,”
Whitlock said. “If two people are
willing to help, we can try it out.”
After the motion was passed,
Guerdet said she hoped the yes
votes that were casted meant that
those individual would be interest-
ed in helping out.
In reaction to the vote,
Whitlock said: “Thank you, I hope
it benefits RHA; I’m sure it will.”
Whitlock said he was discour-
aged after the last couple of meet-
ings because there seemed to be
some apathy about leadership.
“I was surprised (with the vote)
because of the negatives at the last
couple of meetings. That’s how
you find out though,” Whitlock
said. “The real test will be in the
next couple of weeks.
“I can see RHA having benefits
from this vote,” he said. “It will
give RHA a good name and it will
allow them to grow as an organiza-
tion.”
Whitlock added the next two
weekends are booked for
Coffeetalk. 
In other RHA business, the
RHA Holidayfest also was dis-
cussed. The Holidayfest is sched-
uled for Dec. 6 in Gregg Triad.
Members of the Holidayfest
committee asked RHA members
to go back to their resident halls
and come up with ideas for this
event. Ideas have already been pro-
posed for carnival games and a
ring toss.
By Kristen Raj
Staff writer
All month they have been wait-
ing and Saturday is their chance to
shine.
Children off all ages and their
families are invited to show off their
Halloween costumes at  the
Monster Bash and Halloween
parade.
The Monster Bash, which is
hosted by the Charleston Junior
Women’s Club and area businesses,
will be held from 1 to 2:30 p.m at
the St. Charles Borromeo Catholic
Church, 921 Madison Ave. in
Charleston.
Activities for this event include
games, face painting, raffle prizes
and refreshments. Children of all
ages and their families are invited to
come out. Tickets for this event are
25 cents per person.
Proceeds benefit community
organizations and projects such as
court-appointed special advocates,
citizens against child abuse, sexual
assault counseling and information
service, along with many others,
said Kathy Davis member of the
Charleston Junior Women’s club.
Davis said she expects a large
turnout as in the past and fun will
be had by all.
Following the Monster Bash, the
Charleston Jaycees will host the
annual Halloween Parade at 3 p.m
on the Square. Portions of the
streets near the courthouse  will be
closed for the parade and festivities
Between 3 and 5 p.m, the fol-
lowing streets will be closed: The
north half of Jackson Avenue, from
Sixth to Seventh streets, from 3 to 5
p.m.
The north half of Jackson
Avenue, from Sixth to Seventh
streets will be closed from 3 to 5
p.m. Jackson Avenue, from Fifth to
Seventh streets; Seventh Street
from Jackson to Monroe Avenues;
Monroe Avenue , from Sixth to
Seventh streets; and Sixth Street,
from Monroe to Jackson avenues;
will be closed to traffic from 3 to 4
p.m.
Monster bash kicks off Halloween
Activities include games,
face painting, raffles, and
refreshments
By Matt Wilson and Gabe Rosen
Staff writers
Not even the bestcollege rugbyteam inAmerica, Cal
Berkeley, can say it has
what Eastern has.
Eastern has the honor of saying that it is
the pioneers for women’s rugby, as it is the
first ever women’s intercollegiate rugby
team in America. 
A search for a new women’s intercolle-
giate sport began at Eastern at the begin-
ning of last year, to comply with Title IX. 
The search came down to two women’s
sports, rugby and gymnastics.
“We looked at women’s gymnastics but
surveys indicated they didn’t want gymnas-
tics,” Athletic Director Rich McDuffie said.
“Also gymnastics would have played havoc
on our facilities.”
Women’s rugby became the 11th
women’s intercollegiate sport at Eastern.
With rugby becoming an intercollegiate
sport, it has made Eastern the first and only
school to have an intercollegiate women’s
rugby team in America.
“Adding women’s rugby gave us a wide
range of intercollegiate sports with 11
men’s sports and 11 women’s sports,”
McDuffie said. “That gives us more sports
than anybody in Illinois and the surround-
ing states besides Notre Dame. We have a
broad-based athletic program and we have
a sense of pride in that alone.”
One of the major influences for making
it a recognized intercollegiate sport was
Associate Director of Athletics Deborah
Polca.
“She’s showed tremendous enthusiasm,
she’s attended all the games,” women’s
rugby head coach Scott Crawford said.
“Even though a $10,000 (budget) is not a
whole lot, but it has helped. The reason
why we were able to attend the Midwest
Cup was because of the support of
Eastern.”
But just because Eastern has the only
intercollegiate team, that doesn’t mean it
has the only rugby school. In a recent sur-
vey done, the results showed that over 200
universities have club women’s rugby
team’s.
“Every team practices the same and are
intense and competitive,” Crawford said.
“The Eastern ladies have a special pride in
that they are the pioneers.”
McDuffie said the decision to make
women’s rugby an intercollegiate sport was
a natural addition. He said Eastern had a
club team for a couple of years, and it was
time to step up to an intercollegiate sport.
“It was a natural progression,” McDuffie
said.
There are other schools that may be
going through the process of moving from
a club sport to an intercollegiate sport.
Crawford said he was surprised another
Illinois school hasn’t made the transition
yet.
“I’m surprised the University of Illinois
hasn’t done it yet,” he said. “They are a big
university with a strong program. They
would be most likely to move in that direc-
tion.”
But now that Eastern has moved away
from the club scene, it has found a whole
new set of problems to deal with.
“We’ve been hit hard with USA eligibili-
ty restrictions,” Crawford said. “Last year
in the club structure we had freedom and
the essence was playing rugby and having
fun. This year we have to go through a lot
of red tape.”
In fact, the USA Rugby Association,
which is the governing body of college
rugby, is striving for NCAA recognition
with women’s rugby. 
“It is brilliant, the fact that the NCAA
wants to recognize the sport, but you also
have to ask the question is there are any
negatives,” Crawford said. 
The team now receives a lot more sup-
port from the university as a result. The
women’s rugby team is on a three-year
plan, as this season they are receiving
$10,000 from Eastern. Next year the team
will be receiving $20,000, and will be
receiving $30,000 in the year 2,000. 
“This year we helped them with equip-
ment and travel, and next year we’re going
to try and get them uniforms and practice
equipment,” McDuffie said. “Next year we
are going to try and have a graduate athletic
trainer for women’s rugby to keep the strain
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Nation’s first 
ever NCAA 
rugby team
Football
How will Brown respond the week after a big game? ◆  Back-ups may be key to Panther victory ◆ Who do
Merda and Wilson like to win the game and why
Volleyball
Panthers best start in conference, school history comes to an end ◆ Coach Betty Ralston tries for 300th
victory at Middle Tennessee ◆ Magic number holds at three
Sports inside
Men’s cross country heads to Tennessee Tech to compete in the Ohio Valley Championships ◆
Four women divers making a splash ◆ Preview of swim meet versus Bradley
Soccer
Women’s soccer loses in MVC tourney to end season ◆ Seniors help bring respectability back to Eastern ◆
Men need win at Southwest Missouri to keep postseason hopes alive 
Eastern complies with Title IX,
chooses rugby over gymnastics
Nina Herscher is one of the  members of
the first ever intercollegiate women’s rugby
team in America. The Hornets A team has
easily manhandled its opponents and is off
to an undefeated start.
Photos by Lacey Buidosik
Front page design by David Pump
Rugby
Undefeated Hornets head to Midwest Cup ◆ Learn
the rules and positions of the game
Amy Desmond attempts to breakaway from a
defender in practice. “Smurf” Desmond is one of
the team leaders for the first-year team
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Women’s rugby is the newest
sport to come to Eastern’s campus, so
not many people know about it.
Rugby is one of the most growing
sports in American, as the women
now have a national team and the
Rugby World cup. 
There is a lot of things to learn
about rugby, such as positions, rules
and all the different ways to score. 
Rules and 
terminology
Rugby is a physical game, but
there is limitations on who somebody
can tackle. Unlike American football,
you may only tackle the player with
the ball, blocking of another player is
not legal. 
There are also a couple of ways
that you can’t tackle a person with the
ball.  One of these ways is stiff-arm
tackling, which is grabbing the ball
carrier in the throat with an out-
stretched or bent arm. Another tackle
that is illegal is a head-high tackle.
There are a couple of different
things that can happen when a player
gets tackled. If the ball or player hits
the ground after she is tackled, the
ball must be released and can be
picked up by the first person on the
scene. Usually in this situation a ruck
happens, which is when forwards on
both sides struggle for possession. 
A maul can also occur in a situa-
tion when a player gets tackled. This
is when she stays on her feet and the
forwards struggle for possession
again. The difference between a ruck
and a maul is in a maul, hands may
be used. Now if a player is not tack-
led and just inadvertently drops the
ball to the ground, a set-scrum is
called. This is set up by the two props
supporting the hooker and between
them linking arms with each other
and interlock heads and shoulders
with the opposing teams props and
hookers, forming a tunnel.  
The second row of forwards then
put their heads between the gaps left
by the props and the hooker and then
the number-eight forward puts her
head between the buttocks of the two
second-row forwards and pushes. 
The scrum half of the side not
responsible for the breakdown of the
play then throws the ball into the
scrum and the hookers on both sides
try to kick with one leg for the ball. 
Besides a ruck, maul and set-
scrum, another way to bring the ball
in bounds is called a line-out. This
happens after the ball has gone out of
the field of play. A line-out is formed
when two sets of forwards form two
parallel lines from where the ball
went out of bounds and a member of
the team not responsible for putting
the ball into touch throws the ball
between the two lines of forwards.
All the forwards then jump for the
ball, and the winner passes it back to
the scrum-half who is positioned
behind the line of forwards. 
If a scrummage happens right
next to the goal line, a push-over may
be attempted by the attacking team.
In a push-over, the ball remains on the
ground and is controlled with the feet
and opposing forwards are pushed
backward. Once the ball crosses over
the line a try has been accomplished. 
But if the opposition disrupts a
push-over by collapsing it, a penalty
try occurs, which usually gives the
team seven points. 
Scoring:
When the players are on the field,
the goal of all of them is to score tries,
which is the equivalent of an
American touchdown but are only
worth five points. This can be done
by crossing the opponents goal line
and placing the ball on the ground
with downward pressure. The try can
be scored by either kicking or carry-
ing the ball across the goal line.
After a try, a team has a chance to
score an extra two points by kicking
the ball through the uprights and over
the cross bar, which is the equivalent
of an American football extra point.
But unlike an American extra
point which has to be taken at the
same point every time, a conversion
in rugby must be kicked from a point
on the line where the try was scored.
It can also be moved back as far as
possible to widen the angle of the
kick. Another difference between
football kickers and rugby kickers is
rugby kickers are not specialists,
while most American football kickers
are.  Besides a try, another way to
score in rugby is with a penalty kick
and a drop goal. These are both worth
three points, but there are some dif-
ferences. A penalty kick occurs when
an opponent commits a foul and the
kick is taken from the spot of the
break of the law. 
A drop goal occurs when play is
still going and the player drops the
ball to the ground and kicks it at
immediate impact and the ball sails
between the posts and over the cross
bar.
To get up the field to be able to
score a try, penalty kick, or drop goal,
ground may be gained in two sepa-
rate ways. One of these ways is by
running the ball up toward the goal
line until you are about to be tackled
and you pass the ball backwards. One
downfall to this is the ball must be
past backwards; if the ball is passed
forwards it is an off sides violation.
The other way to gain ground is
by kicking the ball, but a player can
also be offsides in this situation. The
only person who can catch a kicked
ball is the person who is behind the
kicker and passes her after the ball is
kicked.
Positions:
Rugby is divided into two sections
of players, forward and backs. There
are eight forward to a side and are
divided into two props, two lock for-
wards, two wing forwards, one
“number eight forward” and a hook-
er. 
The two props and one hooker
form the front row of the scrum,
while the two lock forwards form the
second row. Between the forwards
and the backs is two halfbacks. These
halfbacks can pass the ball to the cen-
ter-three-quarters, which is usually
the fastest person on the team. 
Standing in back of the line as a
last means of defense is the fullback. 
Another fast person on a rugby
field is the wing-three-quarter, so
she’s usually the one in charge of
scoring tries. But she is not the only
person that can score tries, as the
backs and forwards can also score
tries.
■ Compiled by Matt Wilson
By Gabe Rosen
Staff Writer
The women’s rugby team will
be traveling to Bowling Green,
Ohio on Friday to take part in The
Midwest Cup. From there the top
three teams from the Midwest will
advance to the USA/RFU sweet
sixteen format in the spring.
The Hornets will open play in
the tournament at 10:45 a.m.
Saturday against Indiana Univer-
sity-Pennsylvania. Other games
scheduled for Saturday are
Marquette vs. Northern Illinois,
Bowling Green vs. The University
of Wisconsin Platte-ville and The
University of Illinois vs. Carleton
College.
Marquette is the top seed in the
tournament followed by Eastern
at No. 2, Illinois No. 3, Bowling
Green State No. 4, Wis-consin,
Platteville No. 5, Car-leton
College No. 6, Indiana University
Pennsylvania No.7 and Northern
Illinois University No. 8.
The Hornets will be having a
session with sports psychologist
Bill Russell in preparation for
Saturday’s game. They also will
be practicing on Wednesday and
Thursday in the morning and the
afternoon, before leaving Friday
for Bowling Green. 
Team captain Curly Alden is
expecting tougher competition
than the Hornets have faced in the
last couple of weeks. 
“The competition is going to
be at a higher level,” Alden said.
The team will be going hard in
practice this week as well, accord-
ing to Amy “Smurf” Desmond.
“ It’s basically just all out hard
practices and we’re reacting to
each situation like it’s a game sit-
uation,” Desmond said.
The team is excited about The
Midwest Cup and according to
Hornet Christina Higby there will
be a few butterflies among the
Hornet players,
“This is a huge deal, this is the
first time our team has ever been
to the Midwest Cup and we’re
representing Illinois,” Higby said.
“All of us are really nervous and
excited and we’re going to be
practicing really intense and hard
because the level of play will be
tougher.”
Hornet Kendra Henderson is
also fired up to play on Saturday. 
“In practice we’re trying to
make sure we have intensity and
that we can have the best game of
our lives,” she said. “It’s going to
be really great and we are all real-
ly excited.”
Coach Scott Crawford expec-
ts the team to be successful, as it
has been all season long. 
“It’s a game of challenges and
this is a team that rises to chal-
lenges wonderfully well,” Craw-
ford said.
Tough weekend on tap
for women’s rugby team
Who Thinks Dale Righter is RIGHT for
our Community?
•  Illinois Education Association
•  Illinois State Chamber
•  National Taxpayers United
•  Illinois Farm Bureau
•  Illinois State Medical Association
•  National Rifle Association
•  Illinois Right-to-Life
•  Citizens for Community Values
On November 3rd, Vote Dale Righter!
Welcome EIU Families
FRIDAY
11am - 2pm       5pm - 10pm
SATURDAY
11am - 2pm        4pm - 10pm
SUNDAY BRUNCH
930 am - 130pm
1405 4th St. 348-8343
Bulbs were just replaced with the
strongest bulbs available
345-5666
Bring in your student savings card and receive a free tan with a
purchase of a package.
We’re still the closest to campus.
We match competitors coupons!!
Midwest Cup seedings
1. Marquette
2. Eastern Illinois
3. Illinois
4. Bowling Green State
5. Wisconsin, Platteville
6. Carleton College
7. Indiana University-Pennsylvania
8. Northern Illinois
Becoming familiar with women’s rugby
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By Matt Wilson
Sports editor
Panther freshman tailback
Wayne Brown touched the ball 20
times against Middle Tennessee, and
every time the same thought process
went through his head.
“I was scared I was going to
make a mistake because that was the
first time I’ve had a lot of carries,”
Brown said. 
The main thing the freshman
from Titusville, FL. tried to do was
relax and run as well as he could.
His method seemed to work, as
Brown came in to relieve injured
senior tailback Justin Lynch and ran
the ball for 116 yards. 
This performance could not have
come at a better time, as he finally
got an opportunity to show his stuff.
Going into the season all the talk
was about Lynch, and the injury to
the senior gave Brown a chance to
show that there was more than one
good tailback in the backfield. 
And Lynch now has a bad leg and
a bad toe, so Brown’s services might
be even more needed Saturday.
“He’s got to be ready to do what
he did last Saturday,” Panther head
coach Bob Spoo said. “We’re not
devout of talent back there. We have
people that can step in and get the
job done.”
Lynch is the first person Brown
will say has played a big part in the
yards he has gained this year.
“Every play he tells me where the
hole will be and what to watch out
for,” Brown said. “If it was not for
him, I wouldn’t have the yards I
have.”
The most enjoyable of the 116
yards for Brown was the 29-yard
touchdown run he had in the third
quarter. This was the first time this
season Brown has reached the end
zone.
Brown also had a couple of
obstacles to conquer to gain all of
the yards he did in the 35-33 win
over the Blue Raiders. The first of
these was two of the Panther’s offen-
sive lineman went down in the
game, junior Tim Waskow and
sophomore Matt Gehrig.
But the most impressive was he
has been bothered by a bad shoulder
all season and must wear a rib vest.
“It gets sore from time to time,
but that’s why I wear my rib vest,”
Brown said. 
The coaches are doing everything
possible to keep Brown from getting
seriously hurt during practice.
“We’ve got a red jersey on him so
he can’t be hit,” Spoo said. 
But once Brown gets on the field,
it’s like he has never had problems
with his shoulder. Once he gets the
ball, he said he does not even think
of his shoulder problem.
With the injury to Lynch and the
fact that the high-powered offense of
Tennessee State is coming to
Charleston this weekend, Brown’s
services will be needed again this
Saturday. One of Eastern’s goals will
be to run the ball so the Tiger offense
will spend less time on the field.
“That’s what we’re going to
come out doing,” Brown said. “If we
don’t run well then we won’t win.”
Mistake-free way for Brown
Deanna McIntyre / Photo Editor
Redshirt freshman Wayne Brown emerged from the back-up roll in the Panthers’
exciting 35-32 last second victory at Middle Tennessee State.
By Chad Merda
Managing editor
Eastern receiver Cameron
Mabry and tailback Jabarey
McDavid have yet to play a down
this season. 
Ironically, those two offensive
players could be the Panther
defense’s biggest help at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday in stopping the
Tennessee State offense. The two
teams enter play with 5-2 overall
records, however Eastern is 3-0 in
Ohio Valley Conference play
while Tennessee State is 3-1 in the
OVC.
Both Mabry and McDavid
have been utilized in practice this
week – they’re similar to the
Tigers’ top two offensive threats –
and have given the defense a
sneak peek of what it might see
from receiver Tyrone Butterfield
and tailback DeJuan Marshall.
“(McDavid) is similar in style
and stature to the Tennessee State
running back,” Panther head
coach Bob Spoo said. “Mabry has
good speed and that’s helpful. It’s
good because it gives our guys a
chance to react to true speed.
“(Butterfield) has speed to burn
and he’s one of the great athletes
in the conference.”
Butterfield currently leads the
conference in receiving and also
has eight touchdowns.
After Saturday, the picture for
the conference title will be greatly
narrowed.  An Eastern loss puts it
in a must-win situation the follow-
ing week at home against Murray
State.
A Tennessee State loss, howev-
er, virtually eliminates them.
“So far, they’re focused and I
don’t think there will be a letdown
(after last week’s win),” Spoo
said. “I think they know fully
what’s at stake. I haven’t brought
(the conference race) up to the
team, we’re trying to focus more
on the game at hand.
“But I think they’ve figured it
out.”
And if that’s not motivation
enough for Eastern, looking at the
Tigers’ last game, a 76-0 win over
Tennessee-Martin is.
“I don’t think it intimidates us,
but it does tend to motivate,” Spoo
said. “We don’t want to be embar-
rassed like that.”
Eastern’s injury report heading
into Saturday’s game is as full as
it has been all season. 
Gone for the season are offen-
sive linemen Matt Gehrig and Tim
Waskow after suffering broken
ankles last week. Cornerback and
kick returner Chris Watson is out
again with a knee injury and tail-
back Justin Lynch is still feeling
the effects of a dislocated toe and
calf injury.Combine that with
what’s at stake Saturday makes
Spoo uneasy.
“I can feel the impending stress
because of the importance of it,”
he said. “I just want us to play
hard and not back down from any-
thing.”
Notes
The only previous meeting
between the two teams came in
Eastern’s first year in Division I-
AA, a 20-19 playoff loss to
Tennessee State in Nashville,
which was the Panthers’ only loss
that year ... Lynch needs 28 yards
rushing to move ahead of Nate
Anderson as Eastern’s seventh all-
time leading rusher ... Eastern
quarterback Anthony Buich
comes into the game ranked No.
21 nationally in I-AA passing effi-
ciency.
Spoo uses reserves
to prepare for TSU
Merda’s pick: TSU 38, EIU 27
Analysis: While TSU is not nationally
ranked, this game proves to be tougher than
next week’s matchup against No. 11 Murray
State. Give Eastern credit, as it tries to make a
comeback after falling behind 21-3 early in the
second quarter thanks to three quick scoring
drives characteristic of TSU.The Panthers are
now faced with winning the rest of their games
this  season with a slim hope of winning the
OVC title.
Mabry, McDavid
give good glimpse
of Tiger offense
Analysis: Tennessee State’s defense
has proven it could be scored on, and the
Panther ground attack will but up 35 points.
But this will not be enough, as in the end
the State explosive passing offense will
take over. One of the major disadvantages
Eastern will have will be in the secondary,
as the Panthers will be minus Chris Watson
and will be outplayed by the State wide
receivers.
Wilson’s pick: TSU 49, EIU 35
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Congratulations to the men of Sigma Phi Epsilon
on their grades for Spring ‘98
4.0
3.99 - 3.50
3.44 - 3.00
Jeff Pierce Ben Thielen
David Demler
Matt Duncan
Grant Ferkaluk
Dan Flemming
Mike Blanford     
Jeremy Booth     
Eric Bostrand        
Adam Bryan       
Scott Busam
Luke Cherevery     
Soctt Jacobs 
Christian Kabel
Matt Kinsell
Colin Lanning
Jason Miller 
Anthony Noto
Scott Davidson 
Eric Doornkaat
Trenton Gorrell
Brian Goudie
Aaron Haber
Doug Hettinger
Jay O’ Malley
Joe O’ Malley
TJ Pelley
Chad Vanderploeg
Andy Wheet
Erik Young
Todd Jacobs
Rob Robenszki
Chris Wise
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Southwest gets revenge on women’s soccer
345-EATT
West Park Plaza
next to Craig’s
Video
Welcome    
Families!!
12” Two Toppings Deep Dish
Six Breadsticks
Salad for Three  &
Bottomless Pitcher
16.99
14” Two Topping Deep Dish
Eight Breadsticks
Salad for Four &
Bottomless Pitcher for
19.99
WE DELIVER
345-2280                    345-3288
DINE IN, DELIVERY, OR CARRYOUT
on Lincoln Avenue
Did you know that Career Services
provides the following services...?
Resume Referral from computerized  
database
Credential File Service
Weekly Vacancy Listing on the Web
On-Campus Interview Opportunities
Resume/Cover Letter Critiques
Career Counseling
New! Computerized Career Assessment 
Tool - Discover
Want to find out more?
Contact Career Services at 581-2412
or visit us on the web at www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
Enjoy Fami ly  Weekend!
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Pea’s & Q’s
HAPPY 21st!
Let’s go crazy!
It’s Julie Wilson’s
B’day!
Love Wendy, Jenni &
Al
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
GO OUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
BEGINNING TO
SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
CALL 581-2812
By Chad Merda
Managing editor
EVANSVILLE, Ind. –
Before the season ever start-
ed, women’s soccer coach
Steve Ballard stressed the
importance of the team’s need
to score early.
That philosophy didn’t
work Thursday afternoon in
the first round of the Missouri
Valley Conference playoffs
against Southwest Missouri
State. The Panthers managed
to score less than five minutes
into the game, but fell 3-1 to
the Bears.
“We got that goal early
and we went flat,” Ballard
said. “Momentum is such a
big thing. In the second half,
we played with a lot of ener-
gy and it just wasn’t in the
cards for us.”
Down 2-1 at the end of the
first half, the Panthers came
out with renewed spirit, and
for a while, it looked like they
would repeat their come from
behind victory over the Bears
from a year ago in the MVC
playoffs.
At the 57-minute mark,
senior defender Diane Mar-
kus cut off a Bear pass and
fed it to senior forward Tracie
Strother. Her shot went wide
left of the goal. 
Less than two minutes
later, the Panthers once again
failed to score. This time,
Eastern drew Southwest Mi-
ssouri goalie Beth Schneider
away from the goal, but could
not put the ball in the back of
the net. But that wasn’t the
end of  Eastern’s opportuni-
ties to tie the game early in
the second half. On one of its
eight corner kicks in the half,
senior forward Beth Aussin
kicked the ball into Strother,
who had her kick blocked by
Schneider.
While the Panthers could
not capitalize on their corner
kicks, Southwest Missouri
did. On their first one of the
second half, the Bears’ fresh-
man forward Rachelle Smith
forced the ball past Eastern
goalie Jessica Graczyk at the
67-minute mark on a kick
from the corner to make the
score 3-1.
Eastern’s comeback attem-
pt took another blow when
junior defender Shanna Hoz-
man received a red card at the
75-minute mark for tripping
the Bears’ Mitzi Rouse.
“We tried to make a come-
back.” Ballard said, adding
that the Bears’ 3-13-1 record
coming in was deceiving.
“They’ve lost to some good
teams ... there were a lot of
things that took place and
they got lucky. How many
times did they just clear the
ball off the line?”
But luck was with the
Panthers for a bit, with their
first and only goal. Strother
shot the ball from the right
side, it hit the crossbar and
deflected into the net. South-
west Missouri tied the game
with a penalty kick and
scored again with two min-
utes remaining in the first
half.
“We kind of relaxed, gave
up the penalty kick and we
just made some real unfortu-
nate mistakes in the first
half,” Ballard said. 
Eastern took 13 shots,
compared to Southwest Miss-
ouri’s 17.
“I’ve been in the game for
20 years and this is one of the
hardest losses,” Ballard said.
“Not for me, but for the ladies
that built Eastern soccer.”
The loss marks the end for
nine seniors on the team –
seniors that had been on the
team since its inception in
1995.
“We’re really going to
miss them,” Ballard said.
“They have brought the pro-
gram to such a high level.
That group deserved a lot bet-
ter.”
1998 Women’s
Soccer
Tournament
#5 SW Missouri
#1 Illinois State
#2 Evansville
4:30 p.m.
Oct. 29
7 p.m. 
Oct. 29
#4 Eastern
#3 Creighton
#6 Valparaiso
#5 SW Missouri
Panther season ends with 3-1 loss in tourney
#3 Creighton
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Women’s soccer coach Steve Ballard talks to  junior defender Shelly Macumber during the 3-1 loss
to Southwest Missouri. The loss ended the Panther season.
By David Pump
Associate sports editor
Teams look to players with
experience for leadership and
the men’s soccer team is no
exception.  Five seniors, Matt
Bobo, Mike Czarnecki, Kyle
Mittendorf, Jeff Nix and Dylan
Shaughnessy bring their leader-
ship to a young and improving
Panther team.
“This is the best group of
seniors I have ever had,” coach
Tim McClements said.  “They
are not just great players, but
great guys.”
Along with experience, the
seniors also need to bring a sense
of group unity to a Panther squad
that is fielding 11 freshmen this
season.
“It begins with friendship first
and we build off of that once we
are on the field,” Shaughnessy
said.
With the building blocks in
place, McClements has been for-
tunate to have a senior at key
positions to help the freshmen.
“There is a lot of camaraderie
out there,” Bobo said.  “All of the
seniors have experience, and we
play different positions on the
field.”
Last season, the team didn’t
have as many seniors, so it was
hard for a senior to take one or
two younger players under his
wing like the team has the luxury
of doing now.
“We have three separate
groups,” Shaughnessy said.  “Nix
on offense, Mike does almost
everything and Mitten-dorf,
Bobo and I are on defense.”
Having leadership come from
three different areas is important,
even more so since one of the
teams goals this season is to
bring respectability back to
Eastern soccer.
“We are building the school a
better name,” Bobo said.  “It has
a good history and we are start-
ing to change it back the last cou-
ple of years.  Even last year when
we lost, teams started to respect
us.”
The Panthers respect may
increase this season after they
compiled a 10-0-1 non-confer-
ence record and have been
ranked as high as fourth region-
ally.
“The overall record is nice,
and I can’t say it isn’t,”
Czarnecki said.
“Over one offseason we went
from having a 0-9 start to a 9-0
start.”
All that’s left for the seniors
to accomplish is a berth into the
Missouri Valley conference, and
the overall census is that they
will get there.
“Right now we are confident
that we can win, and I think if we
get into the MVC tournament,
we should get into the national
tournament,” Dylan said.
As for advice to the players
that will return next season,
Bobo said it is all up to the indi-
vidual
“Work hard, if you work hard
you will get better,” he said. “Put
in the work and give it your all,
and so far a few of them have
been doing that.”
No substitute for experience
Coach: Best group
of seniors he’s had
Kristen Culp / Staff photographer
Seniors Jeff Nix, Matt Bobo, Dylan Shaughnessy, Mike Czarnecki and Kyle
Mittendorf (from left to right clockwise) pass the ball around in practice.
Must win for soccer
at SW Missouri 
By David Pump
Associate sports editor
Two of the Missouri Valley’s top
defensive men’s soccer teams
square off in what could be classi-
fied as a must-win match Sunday
afternoon, as Eastern visits
Southwest Missouri State.
“It is a must win,” Eastern coach
Tim McClements said of the
game’s importance.  “We need to
come to play, be focused, disci-
plined and we need to put fourth a
good effort.”
The Bears (9-5-1, 1-2-1) have
allowed a league-low nine goals
against, and the Panther’s (11-3-1,
1-3) have only let 13 balls hit the
back of the net.
“The team has played pretty
well defensively, and we have a
good goalkeeper as well,” Bears
head coach Jon Leamy said.
Southwest Missouri’s defense is
anchored by sophomore keeper
Mark Modersohn, who has record-
ed seven shutouts on the season.
But these two teams need to be
successful defensively, as they have
combined for a total of three goals
in eight conference games.
“I really don’t know why,”
Leamy said of the inability to
score.  “We have been a bit
unlucky, but I think that we can
score some goals.  The bottom line
is we haven’t put it home when we
get into position.”
Key losses for the Bears from
last season include the top two
point scorers in the school’s history,
Matt Caution and  Brian Jordan.
Despite the fact that the Bears
haven’t been scoring goals in
bunches, McClements said the
Panthers need to be prepared.
“They are a problematic, hard
working and disciplined team,”
McClements said.  “The combina-
tion of these features make them a
really hard team to beat.”
Neither team is going into the
contest looking to combat the
other’s strength, rather, it hopes to
play its game.
“We are going to try to play our
game,” Leamy said.  “We need to
worry about ourselves, especially
with the direction we are going.”
McClements said the Panthers
are aware of Southwest Missouri’s
reputation as being one the league’s
premier teams, but with a win, the
team is back in the thick of things.
“We want to play hard and have
fun doing it,” McClements said.
“We need to take it one game at a
time, and we have to play well to
win.”
For Eastern to play well,
McClements said it needs a total
team effort, similar to the output in
Wednesday’s win at Evansville.
Conference Overall
Bradley
Creighton
Vanderbilt
Western Kentucky
Southwest Missouri
Drake
E. Illinois
Evansville
3-0-1
3-0-1
2-1-1
2-2-0
1-2-1
1-2-1
1-3
1-3
11-1-2
11-2-1
10-5-1
10-7-0
9-5-1
6-8-1
10-4-1
5-12-0
1998 MEN’S SOCCER
Standings
WELCOME PARENTS! !
COME 
JOIN US!!
MASSES: Saturday - 5:00 pm (1/2 hour after the game) -
Coleman Hall Auditorium, Room 120
Sunday - 9:00 am & 11:00 am - Dvorak Concert Hall
(coffee, juice, & pastries in between masses)
(No Sunday Night Mass at Coleman Auditorium)
SALE????? ???????????
????????????????
???????????????????
?????????????????????????????
Welcome Parents!
We service.We sell.We Ride.
S P E C I A L  H O U R S : 1 0 - 5  S AT   1 1 - 4  S U N
rrs TM
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By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer
The Panthers dreams of a perfect
conference season came to an end last
night at the hands of the Tennessee
Tech Golden Eagles.
For the first time this season,
Eastern lost a conference match. The
five-game loss drops Eastern to 12-1
in the Ohio Valley and 17-5 overall.
With the win, Tech improves to 9-
3 overall and 16-5 in the OVC. The
win also moves Tech into a second
place tie with Southeast Missouri.
“Our kids played tough,” Panther
head coach Betty Ralston said. “It
was just one of those things. It is dis-
appointing and I am sure that the kids
are disappointed too.”
The loss did not come from lack
of effort. Eastern had four players
earn double-doubles. Senior Sherry
Austin lead the way with 24 kills,
while junior Meleah Cutler added 18
kills and 31 digs. Kim Blackwell
chipped in with 32 digs and 15 kills.
The Panthers will continue action
on the road in Tennessee tonight
when they take on Middle Tennessee
as Ralston will once again try for her
300th win as a Panther.
The last meeting between these
two teams resulted in a 3-1 Panther
win. Since that Sept. 19 match-up,
Middle has gone 4-11 and has won
two straight including a 3-2 upset of
Austin Peay.
The Blue Raiders are 3-9 in the
OVC and trail Morehead State by
three games for the sixth and final
spot in the conference tournament.
While Middle is playing to keep
its tournament hopes alive, Eastern
will be playing to secure the top seed.
“The thing is that we would like to
be hosting the tournament because of
our home court advantage,” Ralston
said. “The sooner we can clinch, the
better. A sweep this weekend would
almost guarantee us hosting.”
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer
When the Panther volleyball team
took the floor for a mid-October
game against Tennessee-Martin, it
seemed like nothing more than anoth-
er game against an Ohio Valley
Conference opponent.
In a way, that was true, but there
was more to it than that. Much
more.When the Panthers swept the
Skyhawks that night, they earned
their ninth conference win of the sea-
son in as many tries.
The perfect 9-0 start not only
matched Eastern’s longest conference
winning streak in history, but also tied
the Panther’s best ever conference
start. The previous record was set by
the 1994 Panther squad, which fin-
ished 17-16 and went on to win the
Mid-Continent West Division. Now it
is up to the 1998 Panthers to see that
this perfect start does not go to waste.
The Panthers would like nothing
more than to follow in the ‘94 team’s
footsteps and win their conference.
“It is good to go undefeated all
year, but it is not necessarily our
goal,” head coach Betty Ralston said.
“The goal is to win the tournament.
How you get there is not as important
as getting there.”
Since that record-tying victory,
Eastern has gotten a little greedy.
Tying the record was not good
enough for them. The Panthers decid-
ed that they no longer wanted to share
the record.
So, six days later in front of a
home crowd, Eastern defeated
Tennessee State in three straight
games. The win meant the 10th
straight over an OVC opponent and
sole possession of the conference win
record. But ten wins was not enough
for Eastern.  With a sweep of Austin
Peay, the Panther’s domination of the
OVC had reached 11 victims.
Following a victory over Southeast
Missouri, the streak reached 12
matches.  Thursday the streak ended
at 12 with a loss to Tennessee Tech.
“It is a good start,” Ralston said
with modesty. “But the problem is
that we are not that far past the half-
way point. It is tough to go undefeat-
ed all year. Everyone will be gunning
for us the second time around. It is
going to be tough.”
Deanna McIntyre / Photo Editor
Kim DeMage and Sherry Austin go up to block a kill in the Panther’s victory over
Tennessee State. Eastern suffered its first conference loss of the season.
Tech hands Panthers first conference loss
Vo t e
D a l e  R i g h t e r  
4 - LOWER
Taxe s
State Representative 
106th District
BELL’S FLOWER CORNER
1335 MONROE    345-3919
DOZEN RED ROSES
$19.95 WRAPPED
$25.95 VASED
Ted's'at Ted's'atH I G H  F I D E L I T Y
STEREO
102 north sixth street.charleston  ☎345.9732
SATURDAY NIGHTFRIDAY NIGHT
Ralph’s Kind
Named “Best
Unsigned Band in
Chicago” By VH1
The Ultimate 80’s
Dance Rock Band!
$1.50 ICEHOUSE / RED DOG
$2.00 LIGHT16oz BOTTLES
$2.00 CORONA / BECKS
$2.00 HOOCH LEMON BREW
MALAKI
Must See ShowMust See Show
Kick off 
the new
semester with
a refreshing
eye opener...
 The 
Daily
Eastern
News
1984 26-11
1985 17-20
1986 16-17
1987 25-8
1988 18-15
1989 20-15
1990 16-19
1991 12-21
1992 23-11
1993 17-17
1994 17-16
1995 18-17
1996 21-15
1997 21-14
1998 17-5
Total 299-240
Career record at Eastern
Year Record Year Record
12-0 start in OVC best ever for Panther spikers
Eastern Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
12-1
9-3
9-3
8-5
7-5
7-7
6-7
3-9
2-12
0-11
17-5
17-8
16-5
11-13
13-10
10-14
13-12
5-16
2-19
1998
WOMEN’S
VOLLEYBALL
Standings
TEAM                       Conf.    Overall
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By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer
As one of the biggest days in
the cross country season arrives,
the men’s team prepares for their
battle toward victory in the Ohio
Valley Conference champi-
onships this weekend.
Last year the team faced dis-
appointment as the team suffered
a down day in racing and lost its
defending title to Eastern
Kentucky.  
This year they’re hoping to
correct that and take back the
title that was once theirs.
“This year we’re more of the
underdog,” coach John McInerney
said.  “There’s not a lot of pressure
because we’re really the only team
to challenge Eastern Kentucky.”
Eastern’s top three runners,
junior Ryan Boyles, sophomore
Damon Nicholas and red-shirt
freshman Jason Bialka have been
very consistent remaining near
the lead in competitions this sea-
son.
“With the combination of the
top three, we’re looking to make
some noise up front,” McInerney
said.
The remaining Eastern run-
ners have had a consistent 50-
second gap between the top-five
runners, but McInerney said that
probably won’t do it.  
The men know their gap needs
to be closer to 40 seconds, but
the 4-5 and 6-7 runners have
been doing well at closing that
gap.
“We need to put our top eight
in to run with Eastern Kentucky’s
top five,” Nicholas said.  “The
hardest part is running our best
because we’ve trained all year up
to this and we need to just go out
and do it.”
Last year the team placed
fourth and this year it is looking
for all of that to change.
With no returning all-confer-
ence runners, Boyles, junior
Chad Bauer and sophomore
Ryan Hall are the only runners
competing that have any confer-
ence experience.  
“There’s a lot of young kids
ready to bust out,” McInerney
said.  “Chad Bauer has been the
leader out of that group with Eric
Gruberman, Eric Wheeler, and
Vince Neil as new conference
runners.”
The team is looking to run
outstanding team and individual
races and hang together.  There
are nine men’s teams there, but
McInerney said it boils down to a
4-5 team meet.
It is suppose to be a very hilly
and challenging course. 
“We’ll keep an eye on every-
one, but we have to key on our-
selves with our packing and stay
up where we belong,” McInerney
said.
Putting themselves in a posi-
tion to battle up in front will be
the key factor in determining
how they will race against
conference favorite Eastern
Kentucky.  
“We’re trying to break up
Eastern Kentucky’s 1-2 punch,”
Bialka said.  “We know they have
a strong front runner, but we can
run with their second runner and
hopefully get ahead of him.”
If the Panthers’ top-five run-
ners can be up with Eastern
Kentucky’s top-two runners, the
men’s race could open up many
possibilities for capturing the
OVC conference title this week-
end.
Men go on chase to win back championship
Lacey Buidosik / Staff photographer
Brian Rohrbach, Ryan Boyles and Dirk Miller (from left to right) run on the Lakeside track in preparation for the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships on Saturday.
Tough Colonel club
stands in the way
of regaining title
WHAT’S COOKIN’
“Home of Strawberry Bread”
Charleston’s Favorite
Family Restaurant
Open For Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner
345-7427
Carryout Available
409 7th Street • Charleston
7 Blocks North of Old Main in Downtown
Charleston
•Sandwiches • Dinners 
•Low Fat Menu 
•Fajitas • Quesadillas
•Beer & Wine
•Cappuccino & Latté 
•Freshly Baked Muffins
SURPRIISE
YOUR
FRIIENDS!!
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO &
MESSAGE
in the
Daily Eastern
News!
(Deadline:  2 Business
Days Before Ad is to Run.)
Bring us you
r
questions at:
Askjimmy@jimm
yjohns.co
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By Todd Schreiber
Staff writer
For a team that gets very little
respect here at Eastern, there is a
component of the swimming squad
that gets even less attention.
Although there are only two div-
ing events at every swim meet, it is
still influential to the outcome. This
year’s team is more balanced than
years past, and coach Ray Padovan
said he is happy with the number of
divers he has on his women’s team.
Senior Angela Sippel leads the
female divers, with sophomore Meg
Bente and freshmen Julie Rizzo,
Amy Jelinek and Sandy Lantgen
contributing as well. Padovan is
happy to have some depth this sea-
son, compared to having only two
divers last year.
“Angela has been kind of banged
up this year, so it is good to have
three others that can immediately
step up and contribute,” Padovan
said.
Sippel has been on the team for
all four years at Eastern, and is a
leader to the younger divers. The
senior from Peoria helps the
younger divers evolve on the board,
and her help has come especially on
the 3-meter board, where freshmen
have never competed before.
“They (the freshmen) came in
not knowing what to expect,” Sippel
said. “And I am just helping them
realize that their sport should come
first.”
Sophomore Meg Bente is com-
peting in her first year in college.
Bente competed one year in high
school at Oak Park-River Forest.
Her evolution as a diver is coming
along quickly, according to
Padovan.
“She’s come along quickly, and
has learned some new dives,”
Padovan said.
Rizzo is the most balanced of the
new divers with regard to competi-
tion on both the 1-meter and 3-meter
events, according to Padovan.
“Julie came in being able to do 3-
meter better than most freshman,”
Padovan said.
Rizzo said she learned how to
dive on the 3-meter during the sum-
mer after her senior year at Carl
Sandburg High School. The adjust-
ment to college competition is tough
on most freshmen, and Rizzo
agrees.
“There is more traveling
involved, and I really don’t know
who I am diving against as much,”
Rizzo said. 
Competing against juniors and
seniors in college is also another
adjustment that Rizzo is getting
used to.
Jelinek comes to Eastern with the
most accolades from high school.
She went downstate at Homewood-
Flossmor High School in both her
junior and senior seasons. 
She finished 12th at state her
senior year, and is still adjusting to
competing on the 3-meter board as
well.
“She is probably one of our
strongest 1-meter divers,” Padovan
said. “But the 3-meter is still kind of
foreign to her.”
Lantgen is probably the most
interesting diver on the team. She
had never competed in diving before
coming to Eastern from West
Leyden High School. Lantgen com-
peted there in gymnastics, but never
dove off a board in competition until
the first meet of the season against
the University of Indianapolis.
“I am just having fun doing this,”
Lantgen said. “I was happy with my
scores (against Indianapolis).”
The diving team this season has
added a lot of talent, and it is young
as well, which bodes well for the
future.“We are happy that we are
helping the swimming team out
more this year,” Sippel said. “And
the people coming in are talented.”
Five women set to dive into season
Deanna McIntyre/ Photo editor
Sandy Lantgen, Amy Jelinek, Angela Sippel, Julie Rizzo and Meg Bente (not pictured) form on e of the biggest diving
team’s coach Ray Padovan has had at Eastern. This is also one of the most balanced squads than in past history.
By Todd Schreiber
Staff writer
The Eastern swim teams will
kick off their family weekend and
Halloween with a dual meet at 10
a.m. Saturday at home against
Bradley.
This is the third dual meet of the
season for the Panthers, and it is an
important one, according to gradu-
ate-assistant coach Doug Habben.
“We really need to have some
good swims all around to get
everybody going,” Habben said.
“We want to be ready for the (EIU)
Invitational next weekend, and this
could be the spark to get us going.”
The men’s team is coming off a
third-place finish at Northern Iowa
last weekend. They got a boost,
however, with the additions of
Adam Brown and Joe Deluca, who
were cleared to swim late last
week.
“Joe gives us strength in butter-
fly, and Adam gives us some depth
at the breast stroke,” Panther head
coach Ray Padovan said.
The men’s team looks to win its
first meet of the season, and the
feeling is that this week’s meet is
winnable.
The women’s team is looking to
go over the .500 mark on the sea-
son, as they come into the weekend
with a 1-1 dual-meet record.
Padovan is confident in the Lady
Panthers’ chances this weekend.
“We should be able to control
the meet,” Padovan said. Padovan
said he hopes to move some people
to other positions at this meet.
Some of the moves may be because
senior Jessica Stowell will be
unable to compete this weekend.
Swim teams
host Bradley
Joey’s Deli Sandwiches - Big taste, lower prices
Just the best sandwiches on the block.  All 
sandwiches are served on 9” long loaf of bread,
baked here fresh.
Turkey and Cheese - Fresh lettuce, tomato and
hellmans mayo.  Made with fat free boneless turkey
breast. served on our fresh baked french bread
.........................................................................$2.99
Ham & Cheese - same deal Fresh lettuce, tomato,
real mayo (Hellmans) - fresh bread baked here 
each day and Farmstead lean ham.................$2.99
Roast Beef & Cheese - Fresh lettuce, tomato, real
mayo (Hellmans) - makes this a tremendous beef
sandwich..........................................................$2.99
Vegetarian & Cheese - Provolone cheese and
American Cheese, fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans)........................................................$2.99
Joey’s Homemade Chicken Salad - Celery, onion,
special sauce, lettuce, tomato, mayo...a lite bite, for
late at night!.....................................................$2.99
Joey’s Best Beef BBQ - We slow simmer our own
choice chuck, then cover with homemade sweet &
zesty BBQ sauce.  This ain’t no cainty sandwich
.........................................................................$3.29
Italian Beef - deli thin sliced beef, cooked in our
Italian slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on
the side - Just like Mamma’s.........................$3.29
Italian Sausage - Spicy sausage cooked over our
char-broil grill by chef Mark to perfection.
Awesome!.......................................................$2.49
Combo Beef & Sausage - Same great beef &
sauce with an added kick, a grilled sausage for 
one of the best sandwiches here.....................$3.59
Philly Cheese Steak - A 4oz.  beef steak grilled 
with onions & sweet peppers then covered with 
provolone cheese - the next best thing to 
visiting Philly - Yo!..........................................$3.59
Chicken Philly - Just like Philly Cheese Steak 
only with lean Chicken.....................................$3.59
Polish Sausage - Not for the faint-hearted - a 
giant.  litely smoked sausage grilled over open 
flame then served with your choice of topping 
on our own home made french bread..............$2.89
Meatball Deluxe - 4, YES 4! 1oz. meat balls 
stuffed on our home made bread.  Suffocated
in our Grandma-style marinara red sauce......$2.69
Gyro - A combo of lamb & beef served on a 
hand stretched pita bread, topped with home 
made cucumber sauce, tomatoes and onion.
The best gyros in central Illinois.................$3.29
Grilled Chicken - A lightly marinated whole 
chicken breast (not chunked and formed) grilled 
on char-broil grill topped with mayo, tomato and 
lettuce - served on our fresh bake buns..........$2.49
Better Beef make Better Burgers - Ours is the 
Best! - Our beef is all beef - no filler and cooked 
as you order over the open flame of char-broil grill,
served on our made-here oven buns - topped with
mustard, ketchup, fresh pickle, onions, mayo and
tomato - no extra charge:
Single Hamburger..........................................$1.79
Double Hamburger.........................................$2.79
Cheeseburger.................................................$1.99
Double Cheese Burger..................................$3.29
All our World Famous Hot Dogs served on our
fresh buns we bake here.  All come with Regular 
or BBQ Chips!
Chicago Dog - mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, 
relish, tomato, and celery salt.
yes, all dogs get chips.......................................$1.99
Double Dog - just like Chicago, but two 
dogs in one bun. Crazy!.......................................$2.39
Cheese Dog - same great dog & bun 
smothered in cheddar cheese. Wow!...................$2.09
Chili Dog - with heaping pile of chili 
con camo. Great!..................................................$2.09
Honey Dipped Corn Dog - The Best!.................$1.29
Cheese & Chili Dog - pile of chili on 
top of our great dogs then smothered 
in cheddar cheese. Wow! What a load!...............$2.39
Sides:
Chips (Reg. or BBQ) only.....................................$ .65
Onion Rings, Beer Battered
(Don’t Eat & Drive)................................................$1.49
Mozzarela Sticks 5 of the 1oz.
real mozzarela cheese. Red Sauce
Just Ask.................................................................$2.75
Original Sin Brownies “The Best”.......................$ .79
Drinks
Ice Tea - Pepsi - Diet Pepsi - 7-Up.......................$ .79
p l a c e
SANDWICH SHOP
405 Lincoln Ave.
345-2466
Open 7 Days a Week!!
Best Lil’ Grill on Campus
We deliver 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. for Lunch
and 4 p.m. - Midnight
Sat. & Sun. We deliver ALL DAY
345-2466
All prices subject to Sales Tax
Friday Lunch Special
Patty Melt on Sourdough w/French
Fries...............................................$4.50
Catfish Sandwich w/ColeSlaw........$4.25
Friday Dinner Special
8oz. New York Strip, Two Sides & Side
Salad..............................................$7.25
Chicken Fettuccini Alfredo,
Vegetable & Side Salad.................$6.75
345-7849
Saturday Lunch & Dinner
Great Food , Drink 
& Fun All Weekend
Long!
Welcome 
Parents
Saturday
Halloween Night!
Prizes for Best Costumes!
1st Place - $150
2nd Place - $75
3rd Place - $50
4th Place - $25
Starting @ 11p.m.
Open Sunday 11a.m. for Lunch
RURAL KING
Family Weekend Specials
-Coke Products $4.99
Come check out our Carhartt
Coats, Shirts, & Pants
TRIM, TONE, & TAN
669 Castle Drive
Charleston, IL 61920
(217) 348-5206 Sharon Tichenor
Great European Atmosphere at
Marianne’s Euro Deli Restaurant
Downtown Square ~
North Side of Courthouse
Monday through Friday
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
• Bratwurst & Schnitzel
• Daily Specials
• Vegetarian Specials Daily
• German Tortes Available
• Great Sandwich Specials: Pastrami,
Turkey, etc.
Come for Breakfast on Saturdays - 
Wonderful Apple Pancakes!
Check Out Our New Menu  ~~
12 pagesfriday.10.30.98
M A G A Z I N E
P
erhaps
one of the
most interesting
things about Bill Cosby
is that he never asks for a
star over his door at his
performances.
It just goes to show how
down-to-earth the man really is.
But then that’s obvious in the
material he uses for his comedy
routines.
Cosby 
Chaos
by jaime hodge
Verge editor
See Cosby page 3c
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The personal perspectives of Matt Fear:
How I see it ...
on Halloween.
‘Tis the season of mangled flesh and disem-
bodied arms. A time for serial killers and raving
lunatics. No, it is not Christmas at the Dahmer
house, but that was a good guess. It is time for
everyone’s favorite holiday, Halloween. That’s
right, the one day out of the year that celebrates
everything that scares the crap out of us. 
In my opinion, Halloween ranks right up there
with Christmas as my top holidays. What other
time can you actually see a bunch of drunk men
prancing around town dressed as pregnant
nuns? The only other time you will probably see
anything that crazy is in an all night “Police
Academy” marathon. It irritates me that All
Hallow’s Eve is just a little underrated. But fret
not; I am here to help make your Halloween a lit-
tle bit more terrifying. (Scared, aren’t you?)
One of the most important parts of Halloween
is trick-or-treating. In order to have a good trick-
or-treating experience, you have to have a suit-
able costume. A good one is essential to a suc-
cessful night of spooking. I understand that as
college students, we are not the richest people in
the world, and that is why I am going to give you
some ideas for low-cost, effective costumes.
■ Try wrapping yourself in aluminum foil and
going as a leftover. It’s fun, but it kind of takes
away the “make-out” factor. So, if you are look-
ing to get some lovin’, try wrapping yourself in
plastic wrap and going as a condom. 
■ If you want something a little bit more low-
key, put on regular clothes and go as a serial
killer. They look just like everyone else you know. 
■ Something that might be fun is to go as a
piece of mail. Seriously, just find a really big box
and have a friend seal you up in it. Make sure to
poke some air holes in it, and run some plumb-
ing. It’s claustrophobic fun for the whole family.
It is essential to have someone with you that you
trust, otherwise you could end up in Serbia or
worse – Gary, IN (Not to offend my readers in
the greater Gary, IN area).
■ Do the Amish look. Wear all black and gray
and call your friends “brethren.” Use the word
“thee.” If you use this idea, please be careful not
to actually run into any Amish people. There is
nothing worse than Amish with mob mentality.
Now that we have discussed costume ideas,
we need to talk about ways to actually make
Halloween a little more fun for all. The following
are simply ideas, if you or any member of your
immediate family are brave enough to put these
suggestions into practice, I can’t be held respon-
sible. I AM JUST A FRICKIN’ COLUMNIST FOR
THE LOVE OF PETE!!!
■ Try coming up with “Halloween Carols.”
They are equally as fun as the ones you sing at
Christmas. Some possible tit les include:
“Rudolph the Red-Nosed Hell Hound,” “Here
Comes Satan Claus,” “Frosty the Holy Undead,”
and of course, everyone’s favorite, “The Twelve
Days of Manson.” You want more, come up with
them your damn self.
■ A new spin to an old favorite is an idea I like
to call “Halloween Roulette.” It is really simple:
all you do is fill a barrel with water and apples.
Proceed to bob for apples as usual. What is the
twist, you ask? Well, a select few of those apples
would contain razor blades. Who says we can’t
have good clean fun at Halloween?
■ Five words that need no explanation ... full-
contact trick-or-treating.
■ When children come to your door to solicit
delicious teeth-rotting treats, give them a pre-
scription for antidepressants instead. (Ritalin,
my ass; give those kids Prozac!!!)
As I said before, most of the above sugges-
tions are illegal in a majority of the continental
United States. (After all, they will let you do just
about anything in Hawaii.) So be careful – I can’t
have my readers endangering their lives, now
can I? 
When all is said and done, Halloween has the
potential to rival Easter as the next best holiday
behind Christmas. I think that we should all write
letters to our senators and coroners and make
this dream a reality.
Writers Note: I would like to personally send
out a big SCREAM of thanks to Christy Kilgore
and Karen Swiatek for helping with the writing of
this column. Don’t try to find them because I
found out today they died 40 years ago (insert
appropriate horror music here) ... OHHHH,
SCARY!!!
Disclaimer:
All though Matt Fear is a good-hearted ghoul
that has 42 human heads buried underneath his
house, he is not a licensed Halloween expert. His
views are for entertainment purposes only. You
may send proposals of marriage, nudie pictures,
severed fingers and/or constructive criticism to
mfear@hotmail.com. Remember to have stupid
people disemboweled. Have a creepy day, HAHA-
HAHAHA!
Friends
&Co A weekend full of live music!
FRIDAY 10/30 BLUES JAM ‘98
-hosted by the Reverend Robert Blues Band
$500 tickets - proceeds to benefit
Coalition Against Domestic Violence
bring your guitar and help us raise the roof!
SATURDAY 10/31 live and lounge...
the ASTRONAUTS
for the first time - IN THE DUNGEON!
Special spooky Halloween Show - 
prizes, contests, and giveaways!
$300 admission 9:30 doors open
509 Van Buren 345-2380
October
Reg. Bed Specials
*3 for $10
*10 for $30
Superbed Specials
*3 for $15
*10 for $40
Where the sun never sets
Large clean salon, friendly &
informed staff, CD players,
lotions, extended hours, open
7 days a week
WE PRICE MATCH!!
Just off the square
across from 
What’s Cookin’
Don’t let the name fool you!
New & Used Car Rental
W. Rt. 16 Charleston
Charleston
(217) 345-1072
Mention this ad and receive a 10% discount!
ArtSpace
714 Monroe
348-1810M
on-Fri 
 4-6
Sat 11-
5
With this ADsave 10%
Beads, Jewelry, and Artwork
We now carry ART SUPPLIES!
$2.00 off Haircut
with select stylist only  Expires 12-19-98
Muscular Therapy for pain relief
Carolyn Shobe, Sue Ignazito, Sharon Keller, Diane Sharp
Swedish & Esalen Massage, Reflexology
610 6th Street
Charleston, IL  61920 (217) 348-8284
Students!  Bring mom
and dad in for a Free
Halloween Beanie Baby.
Limit 1 per family.  Quantities limited.
608 6th Street
348-8821
THERAPUTIC MASSAGE
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Ralph’s Kind 9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 30 Ted’s $3 345-9732
Jim Bean w/ Lou DiBello 5 p.m. Fri. Oct. 30 City of New Orleans (Champaign) free 359-2489
Driftin’ Playboys 9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 30 The Rosebowl Tavern (Champaign) $1 367-7031
Backseat Betty 10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 31 Uptowner $2 345-4622
Impalas 9:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 31 City of New Orleans $3 359-2489
Potted Meat 8 p.m. Sat. Oct. 31 Channing-Murray $3 344-1176
Blues Jam 9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 30 Friends & Co. (Dungeon) $5 345-2380
Absinthe Blind 8 p.m. Fri. Oct. 30 Channing-Murray (Champaign) $3 344-1176
Big Bang Theory 8:30 p.m. Fri. Oct. 30 Creamy’s (Champaign) free 359-6977
Malaki 9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 31 Ted’s $3 345-9732
The Astronauts 9:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 31 Friends & Co. (Dungeon) $3 345-2380
Phate II 8:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 31 Creamy’s free 359-6977
Take 5 9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 31 J.A.C. Lounge (Champaign) $3 328-5415
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He jokes about the family situations
that occurred while he was growing up
and takes cracks at gender-based ide-
alisms. A model for families of any color,
Bill Cosby exemplifies the comedian any-
one can relate to and quote over a cup of
joe at the local watering hole.
And once again, Cosby is bringing that
unique style of clean, family-fun comedy
to Eastern in two sold-out shows.
It’s clear why Cosby is such a success in
any arena: He blends colorblind anecdotes
with situations familiar to anyone in the
common tales of families, children and
growing up.
That formula has been with Cosby
since his early days as a stand-up comedi-
an in New York. He first appeared on
“The Tonight Show” in 1963 and landed
his first professional stand-up comedy gig
at the Bitter End Café in New York in
1964. 
Cosby later launched his self-titled sit-
com, “The Cosby Show,” which idealized
a middle-class family surviving the ordeals
of five children and the trials associated
with them. 
It portrayed Cosby as a middle-age,
hard-working father who played with his
children more often than he scolded
them, a man who would give sound advice
to his children on their problems while
building a foot-long sub sandwich and
watching out for his wife’s stinging
rebukes on watching his weight.
But Cosby was destined to stir things
up not only on TV; he also launched a film
career with his early movie “I Spy” and
came back to film “I Spy Returns” with
now longtime
friend Robert
Culp. 
C o s b y
returned to
the TV screen
when he
starred in the
NBC series
“The Cosby
M y s t e r i e s ,”
which aired
for the 1994-
95 season, and
later poured
his talents into
producing “A
D i f f e r e n t
World,” which aired on NBC for seven
seasons. 
His successes also number among the
musically inclined since he strayed from
the film world to record 21 albums –
three of them are musical – and has had
three of those 21 hit the Billboard Top 10.
The Recording Industry Association of
America has even certified eight of them
to be Gold Records. 
He has won five Grammy Awards for
“Best Comedy Album,” and his sales con-
tinue to be unprecedented in the market
for his comedic ventures in both record
sales and book sales. Cosby has also writ-
ten four books, including the fastest-sell-
ing hardcover
book of  all time,
“Fatherhood.”
Despite the
success, Cosby has
not overlooked his
roots. He and his
wife Camille have
donated enor-
mous sums to dif-
ferent colleges. In
1986, the two
donated $1.3 mil-
l ion to Fish
University. They
gave a check for
$750,000 to
Bethune-Cookman
College to use for scholarships and gave
$800,000 to Meharry Medical College in
1989. Another astounding donation was
the $20 million the couple generously
allotted to Spelman College, a black
women’s college in Atlanta. 
Throughout all the spotlights, glitter
and glam of the film world, Cosby remains
what most people would consider to be
one of the world’s most everyday people.
In a 1992 Gallup Survey, Cosby beat the
likes of Kevin Costner, Tom Hanks and
Dan Rather to win the vote of “Most
Average Guy.”
Perhaps it’s that average quality that
makes him such a desired pitch man.
Cosby has appeared regularly on com-
mercials for Coca-Cola, Kodak and Jell-O,
and he has also appeared on Sesame
Street.
Of course, it could also be just the fact
that he appeals to such a variety of peo-
ple. In a world that sometimes has a long
way to go in the issues of gender and
racial equality, Cosby prides himself on
using comedy that doesn’t include racial
jokes and says he would like to see fair-
ness.
“I think it’s the question of fairness.
That’s what I would like to see: fairness,”
Cosby said in a press release. “Not just
sexually, but racially as well. Everything I
do stems from the fact that we are all
human beings on the same level.
“If I play tennis with a woman, I don’t
mind if she’s a better player than I am. It
doesn’t make my life miserable if I lose to
a woman. I don’t mind seeing an integrat-
ed (male and female) basketball game.
And certainly, I don’t mind male elemen-
tary school teachers when everybody
thinks that job is a woman’s role.”
Even in the era of crude, Simpsons-
esque humor, Cosby remains a symbol of
family unity, education and morality.
Cosby, from page 1c
I think it’s the question of
fairness. That’s what I would
like to see: fairness. Not just sexu-
ally, but racially as well. Everything
I do stems from the fact that we
are all human beings on the same
level.”
- Bill Cosby
“
Astronauts to haunt the Dungeon
Special Halloween show will include dance, costume contests and free CD raffles
Be careful not to step on the
blob. Watch out for the
Munsters. And don’t be surprised
if you end up in the Twilight
Zone.
Because this Saturday, the
Astronauts are celebrating
Halloween jazz-style at the
Dungeon, in the basement of
Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren
Ave.
With a selection of new
Halloween-related songs under
their belt, the Astronauts’
promise the night will be one for
all ages to enjoy.
“Everybody’s going to recog-
nize all the new songs,” said Jon
Kostal, the Astronauts key-
boardist and vocalist. “It will
appeal to all audiences. Bring
your parents, too, and they’ll
enjoy it.
“We’re doing some of our
older tunes also, but we’re doing
most of the things that fit in with
the night. A lot of them are from
movies or TV shows that you
would associate with Halloween
such as the Munsters, which is
one of the favorites; the Blob,
from the original blob movie
from the ‘50s – which I think it’s
kind of funny that it’s supposed
to be this movie with a blob that
attacks everybody, but it’s this
happy little song,” Kostal said. 
“Twilight zone – we’re going to
play, of course, the ‘Monster
Mash;’ that goes with Halloween.
We’re doing ‘Shot in the Dark’
and ‘Mission Impossible’ and
maybe some surprising new
twists on some of your old
favorites. And there’s several
other ones. Surprises.”
Along with some swingin’ new
tunes to thrill and chill the audi-
ence, there will also be prizes
raffled off. Each audience mem-
ber will be given a raffle ticket
when they pay the $3 admission;
later on in the evening, a raffle
will be held to give away such
prizes as Halloween candy and
even an Esquivel CD, Kostal said. 
“We’re going to give out a
space-age CD, like an Esquivel
and some other CDs,” Kostal
said. “We’ll also have certificates
for Friends hamburgers and fries.
Those are the best burgers in
Charleston.”
Along with the raffles, there
will also be a twist dance contest
and a costume contest.
Costumes will be judged based
on audience applause and will
also receive prizes, Kostal said.
Doors open at 9:30 p.m.
Saturday at the Dungeon, located
in the basement of Friends & Co.,
509 Van Buren Ave. Admission is
$3 and the concert is open those
21 and over.
File photo
The Astronauts will perform Saturday at a Halloween party in the Dungeon, located in the basement of
Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren Ave. Doors open at 10 p.m. and admission is $3.
by jaime hodge
Verge editor
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The Tarble Arts Center is offering two
distinct workshops for people to get in
touch with their creative sides.
The first workshop, “Reliquaries,” is
being offered Thursday evenings from
Nov. 5 to Nov. 19 and will be taught by
Sara Smith Spahn. 
Participants will learn a technique on
how to transfer a copy of a personal
photo onto silk. 
Participants will then make reliquaries
using clay and found objects to house the
photo transfer. Clay hand-building tech-
niques, terrasigulata glaze application, sim-
ple sewing and
wall hanging con-
struction will also
be explored in
the workshop.
T h e
“ S o l d e r l e s s
Cloisonné” work-
shop, taught by
Victoria Woollen
Danner, will meet
from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. on Nov. 7
and 8. This enameling workshop will focus
on the cloisonné technique. Participants
will start with a copper foundation and
shape thin silver wires to form cells, or
cloisons, on the cop-
per base. These cloi-
sons are filled with
layers of enamel,
resulting in jewelry
or other small metal
pieces with varied
surfaces.
No experience
with art is required
or necessary; partic-
ipants must only
have an interest in
art, said Kit Morice, curator of education
at Tarble. She said the classes are not
specifically for students and everyone in
the community is welcome.
“The classes are designed to introduce
you to a particular medium,” Morice said.
The fee for the “Reliquaries” workshop
is $30 for Tarble Arts Center members
and $36 for non-members. The deadline
for registration is today. 
The fee for the “Solderless Cloisonné”
workshop is $90 for members and $108
for non-members. The deadline for regis-
tration is Nov. 6.
The courses are offered as non-credit
classes as a service to the community,
Morice said. She said Tarble does not
make a profit, and the fees cover the cost
of the classes. Attendance normally varies
from about five to 15 people, she said.
•Pounds & Pounds of Peanuts  •Homemade Bread &Desserts
•In-House Smoke House          • Cinnamon Butter
•Banquet Rooms Available •Dining 11am-10pm Daily
•Full Service Bar •Catering
1320 Broadway Ave E.
Mattoon, IL 61938
I- 57
&
Rt 16
OUR REPUTATION IS AT “STEAK”
???????????????????????????????? ???
We Serve Only Midwest Corn Fed
USDA Choice Aged Beef
235-1200
There’s Always Room at 
Roadhouse Food & Spirits
LaBambaBURRITO MAN Costume$50 First Prize
$25 Second Prize Winners will be chosen at
LaBamba on Oct. 31 at 3:00 a.m.
“ B U R R I T O S A S B I G A S Y O U R H E A D ! ” ®
1415 4th St.
Open11am til
After Bars Close
FAST MEXICAN F
OOD!
®
Don’t Forget!!! Sell your junk in the
Classifieds...it’s gotta be
worth somethin’ to
someone!
Place an ad in the Daily Eastern
News today and have some
moola for the weekend.
Tarble offers new art techniques
by james langton
Staff writer
Workshops to teach cloisonné enameling, transferring of photo images to silk
The classes are designed
to introduce you to a par-
ticular medium.”
- Kit Morice,
curator of Education at Tarble
Arts Center
“
C o l e s  C o u n t y ’ s  L o w  P r i c e  L e a d e r !
Walker’s Super
Foods Midtown
2000 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938
Walker’s Super
Foods South
1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938
Walker’s EastSide
Village Market
960 18th Street
Charleston, IL 61920
Walker’s Super
Saver West
Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920
Newly
Remodeled
OPEN
24 HOURS
“LOW PRICE LEADER FOR OVER 55 YEARS”
When We Say We Ad Match
Competitors Ads-
WE DO IT!!
NEW ATM DEBIT CARDSPayment Option:
Now Accepting Credit Cards!
Family Pride
...we do it right!Servicei
One Stop Shopping!
All convieniently located at the corner
of Lincoln & University Ave.
✭Money39
NE
HARDWARE
American Ace Hardware
1320 “E” Street
Charleston, IL 61920
•Knowledgeable Staff
•Extensive Inventory
•Trained Paint Specialists
•LP Gas Depot
•Delivery Service
•UPS Stop
•Friendly Atomosphere
•Fast Special Order Service
•Carpet Cleaners
•Convenient Location
•Make Keys
•Shelving 
Everyone’s Choice for Their Homeowner Needs
Ace Hardware Has It All In A One-Stop-Shop Store.
Come In And Visit.  You’ll Be Glad You Did!
(217)345-8665
N
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STAFF needed in small resi-
dential sites serving 4-6 resi-
dents with developmental dis-
abil i t ies.  Monday through
Friday evening and midnight
shifts or weekend shifts avail-
able.  Flexible scheduling also
available.  No experience nec-
essary.  Paid training is provid-
ed.  Applications may be
obtained at CCAR Industries,
825 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920.  E.O.E.
____________________12/14
The Graywood Foundation is
accepting applications for the
following positions:
__Child Care Staff to work with
special needs children in their
home setting.  CNA's encour-
aged to apply.  Both FT and PT
positions available at Mattoon
and Charleston sites.
Experience preferred, will train.
HS diploma/GED req.  This is a
rewarding and educational job
to those who work with the chil-
dren.  Internships available.
$6.80-8.38/hr.
Home Supervisors.  Must be at
least 25yr. Age, 2 yrs of educa-
tional experience, and ability to
organize and supervise daily
operations of a group home.
$7.20 entry.  
All FT benefits packages
include health, dental, 401K,
and paid vacation.  Apply at
1550 Douglas Drive Suite 206
or send resume to P.O. Box
804 Charleston.
_____________________11/3
Accepting applications for
PT/FT Laundry Aides.  All shifts
available, starting at $6.30/hr.
with benefits for FT.  Apply at
738 18th St., Char. E.O.E.  
_____________________11/5
Sitter needed in home to care
for toddler for Monday -Friday.
Call 345-6931.
____________________10/30
Substitute Teachers & Teacher
Aides.  Jasper County
Community Unit #1 in Newton
is accepting applications for
substitute teachers and teacher
aides.
Teachers-Requires Illinois certi-
fication as a teacher or substi-
tute teacher. (Individuals with
an undergraduate degree are
eligible for a substitute's certifi-
cate.)
Teacher Aides-Requires Illinois
certification as a teacher aide.
Applicants may specify particu-
lar grades or buildings or days
on which they may be avail-
able.
Contact Patsy Griff i th at
618/783-8459 between
6:00a.m. and 2:30p.m.
_____________________11/2
The Place in Ashmore, located
8 miles East on Route 16,
directly across from the Edgar
County Bank, is hiring a wait-
ress/bartender.  Starting pay is
minimum wage.  Apply in per-
son or call 349-8613 and ask
for J.B.
____________________10/30
Hiring day staff at Stix.  Must
be 21.  Apply after 2p.m.  345-
7849.
____________________11/10
Help wanted about 3 hours for
l ight house cleaning.
Weekends or evenings for
remainder of semester and
next year.  Call 345-3279
before 9p.m.
____________________10/30
Full or 3/4 time habilitation
aide/activity director to work in
a group home for individuals
with developmental disabilities.
Need good organizational
skills, motivation, creativity,
basic accounting skills or be
willing to learn.  Requires H.S.
diploma or G.E.D.  Call 345-
2922 or apply in person at 910
17th street in Charleston.  Ask
for Scott.
_____________________11/6
STOP HERE!  We have
evenings shifts available.
Guaranteed hours thru
January.  Looking for energetic
students to work on variety of
programs.  Build your resume
with this great opportunity.  Call
Amy at 348-5250 for an inter-
view.
____________________11/13
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars.  No experience
required.  Free information
packet.  Call 202-452-5942.
____________________12/14
Avail/Hiring FT/PT Dev.
Trainers @ $6.80 to $8.61 Hr.
Must be a solid caring indiv.
interested in working with D.D.
adults.  We offer paid certifica-
tion training.  Also hiring
Activity Aides, Assistant DT's,
Programmers, $6.30-$7.87 Hr.
Medical, Dental, Life Insur. for
full time.  Please apply at 738
18th St., Charleston.
____________________10/30
Large 2 Bedroom apartment.
Water and Trash included.  Off
street parking.  $425 per
month.  345-3554.
____________________10/30
All new apt. mid-town Mattoon,
2br. w/vaulted ceiling, carpet,
A.C., water, trash p.u. inc.
$475 mo.  Ref. 348-8406.
____________________12/14
Available December 1st.
Duplex 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
garage, washer/dryer, dish-
washer.  No pets, no parties, no
alcohol.  348-8821.
____________________10/30
Large studio apartment avail-
able 12/15/98.  Trash and water
provided.  Off street parking.
Call 348-8821.
____________________10/30
SUBLESSOR NEEDED:
NEWLY REMODELED 1 BRM.
SPRING.  CALL ALICE FOR
DETAILS-345-8817.
_____________________11/3
One Bedroom Apartment
Available November 1.  All utili-
ties paid, unfurnished, $350 per
month.  NO PETS!! NO PAR-
TIES!!  Mature people only for
quiet building.  Call 345-6759
leave message.
____________________12/14
SPRING 1999:  NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD, UTILITIES,
LAUNDRY.  FURNISHED
ROOM FOR NS FEMALE.
CALL FOR INTERVIEW.  345-
1284.
____________________10/30
Rooms for Rent-Women Only.
Next semester and Fall 99
Large HOuse Fully Furn.  1blk
from union.  $230.99 mo.  Inc
uti l  & A/C,  House-345-
5692/Pat Novak (708)
789+3772.
____________________12/14
McArthur Manor Apartments.  2
Bedroom furnished.  No pets.
Call 345-2231.
____________________12/14
McArthur Manor Apartments.  2
Bedroom.  Needed Female
Roommate.  345-2231.
____________________12/14
SPRING SEMESTER.  NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS.  AVAILABLE JAN-
UARY 1ST FOR 3 FEMALES.
820 LINCOLN ST.  348-7746.
____________________12/14
2 Sublessors needed:  male or
female.  Available:  Nov. 1 or
for Spring Semester.  4 bed-
rooms own bedrooms $170 a
month.  Low utilities.  Call Tina
@ 345-5412, leave message.
_____________________11/2
Spring 1999:  Sublessor(s)
needed for 3 bedroom apart-
ment.  $165/month.  Close to
campus.  348-3852.
____________________11/13
1 sublessor needed for 4 bed-
room Britney Ridge townhouse.
Available Spring 99.  $170/mo
& utilities.  Call Mark 348-8681.
_____________________11/6
Sublessor needed for Spring
99.  Two bedroom apt., own
bedroom.  Really nice, fully fur-
nished.  Close to campus.
$270/month.  Call 348-5624.
_____________________11/6
Available Spring 99, large 2
bedroom apartment for 2-4.
Close to campus.  W/D, bal-
cony.  348-5195.
____________________10/30
SUBLESSOR NEEDED:
NEWLY REMODELED 1 BED-
ROOM.  PLEASE CALL ALICE
FOR DETAILS-345-8817.
____________________11/13
Sublessor Spring Semester.
Close to campus.  One bed-
room for 1-2 people.  Water
and trash included.  Call 345-
4158.
_____________________11/6
Roommate needed for 2 bed-
room apt.  Water and trash
included.  Behind Sig Pi house.
348-8735.
____________________10/30
Spring Semester.  1BR
Apartment close to campus.
Balcony AC and heat.  Call
348-1966.
____________________10/30
Subleasing for spring semester
99.  2-bedroom house across
from Old Town Apt.  Very clean,
great deal.  $250/month plus
utilities.  Call Jess or Phill at
348-7078.
_____________________11/4
2 bedroom fully furnished Apt.-
2 blocks east of Old Main on
Lincoln Street.  Available at end
of Fall '98 semester.  Call 345-
8810 or 348-0157.
_____________________11/5
Sublessor needed for one brm.
apt. until Aug. '99.  Big balcony,
w/d hookup.  Will provide furni-
ture for adequate offer.  Call
348-1368.
_____________________11/4
Sublessor Needed:  Own Bdrm
in 3 Bdrm HOUSE.  Close to
campus.  Call 348-3363 ASAP.
_____________________11/6
Found:  Male class ring found
outside Thomas Hall.  Come to
1802 Buzzard Building to
describe.
____________________10/30
Spring Break '99.  Cancun,
Mazatlan, or Jamaica from
$399.  Sell 15 and travel from
lowest prices guaranteed info
call 800-446-8355.  www.sun-
breaks.com.
_____________________11/2
SPRING BREAK-PLAN NOW!
Cancun, Jamaica, Mazaltan, &
S. Padre.  Best Prices
Guaranteed 14 Free Meals &
Free Parties.  Campus sales
reps wanted.  Earn free trips &
cash.  1.800.SURFS.UP.
www.studentexpress.com.
____________________11/13
MAKE EASY MONEY!  GO ON
SPRING BREAK FOR FREE!
USA Spring Break offers
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
and Florida packages and is
currently accepting applications
for campus sales representa-
tives.  Call 1-888-SPRING-
BREAK.
________________________
MTX speakers $100.  Home
Theater $150.  turntable.stylus
$40.  348-1769/
____________________12/14
Cosby tickets for sale.  9:00
show.  Face value $20.00  Call
348-8650 ask for Luke.  About
five left.
____________________10/30
EZ FINANCE  NEED A COM-
PUTER?  SHORT ON CASH?
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
NATIONAL STUDENT COM-
PUTER SALES CAMPAIGN,
WE OFFER COMPLETE SYS-
TEMS & LAPTOPS!  FACULTY
ALSO WELCOME.  800-347-
8319.
____________________10/30
WORD PROCESSING SOFT-
WARE!!! CHEAP!!!  BRAND
NEW XYWRITE WORD PRO-
CESSING SOFTWARE ONLY
$5.00.  CONTACT BETSY AT
1802 BUZZARD HALL - STU-
DENT PUBLICATIONS
OFFICE OR CALL 581-2812.
____________________12/14
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.
___________________OO/HA
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
The Daily Eastern News
Classifiedadvertising
The Daily Eastern News
Help Wanted Travel
For Rent
Sublessors Travel
For Sale
For SaleFor Rent
Sublessors
Lost & Found
Travel
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Lighthouse tonight from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. in the basement of the the Wesley Foundation, 2202 4th
St.  The Lighthouse is open for dancing, talking, meeting
friends, etc.  There is no cover charge and no age restriction if
you're a student at EIU or Lake Land.  Have fun TONIGHT!
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS. Trick or Soup at 6
p.m. on Saturday, October 31, at the Booth House.  Best cos-
tume wins prize!!
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Sunday "Cent" Supper on Sunday,
November 1, at 5:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation, across
4th from Lawson Hall.  Put in a penny or whatever you want
and have a basically Free meal every Sunday evening.  At the
end of the semester, the money is sent to help feed the hun-
gry.  Come on over and make some new friends too!
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP. Meeting on Sunday,
November 1, at 6 p.m. in the Immanuel Lutheran Student
Center.  Meet at the Student Center at 6 p.m. to go for dinner
in the country.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP. Film Viewing tonight
at 7 p.m. in the Student Center at Immanuel Lutheran.  Special
reformation viewing of a Martin Luther film:  Martin Luther,
Heretic.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES. Choir
Practice today at 6 p.m. in the Fine Arts Building, room 013, in
the basement.
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS. Meeting today at 1 p.m. in
Coleman Hall, room 109A.
CampusClips
PLEASE NOTE:  Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event.  No parties
or fundraising activities and events will be printed.  All clips should
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSI-
NESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT.   Example:  an event
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by
NOON by Wednesday.  (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday,
or Sunday events.)  Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published.  No clips will be taken by phone.  Any clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN.
Clips may  be edited for available space.
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OCTOBER SPECIAL!  BUY
PACKAGE OF 6 OR MORE TANS
AND GET 2 FREE TANS.  TROPI
TAN 348-8263.  EXPIRES 10-31-
98
______________________10/30
Aimee Campos-Great job in yes-
terday's concert!  I'm sorry I've
been so busy all week-I miss you.
I can't wait for this weekend!
Love, Care.
______________________10/30
Stacey Wolf of Kappa Delta-Hope
you have a great 21st Birthday!
Love, Mark.
______________________10/30
Congratulations to the newest
Kappa Deltas!  We are proud to
call you sisters!  Love in AOT,
Your KD Sisters.
______________________10/30
Karyn I have never been this
happy until I met you.  I Love you
so much.  Taz.
______________________10/30
Katie Joyce of ASA-You made a
spectacular queen for Lambda
Chi pumpkin Fest!  Love, your sis-
ters.
______________________10/30
To the Alpha Xi pledge class of
AST, you guys make beautiful
Taus.  Love, Amy and Lori.
______________________10/30
SaraBeth Moody of KD.  Congrats
on initiation!  Love in AOT, Serena.
______________________10/30
WES DAVEY, Happy 21st
Birthday!  Be ready to get silly on
Sunday!  Love-Anti and Rach.
______________________10/30
Need Cash.  We buy used CD's,
cassettes, and video games.
Sound Source Music.  258-8919.
______________________12/14
10,000 STUDENTS-10,000 COS-
TUMES!  RESERVE YOUR
FAVORITE BEFORE SOMEONE
ELSE DOES!  GRAND BALL
COSTUMES, 609 SIXTH.  345-
2617.
______________________10/30
Stix is accepting lunch and dinner
reservations for Parent's
Weekend October 30th and 31st.
Call between 9a.m.-5p.m.  345-
7849.
______________________10/30
HAUNTED BARN AND HAUNT-
ED HAY RIDES AT RILEY
CREEK STABLES.  OCT. 25-31.
6:30-10:00P.M.  348-1424.
______________________10/30
Desperately need to commute
from Champaign to Charleston on
Tues/Thur this Spring Semester
1999.  Will pay gas + extra!  Call
Matt Nelson at either 355-9655 or
359-0207.
_______________________11/3
Triad Haunted House happening
Friday, October 30th from 7-
10p.m. inside Triad's old dining
service.  Admission $1.00.
______________________10/30
Special Education and/or psychol-
ogy majors:  Build that resume
now!  Great opportunity to gain
invaluable experience working
with people with developmental
disabilities in a residential setting.
Hands-on experience available  to
compliment your academic stud-
ies.  We are looking for motivated
staff to work one or two shifts dur-
ing evenings and weekends.
Apply at Alpha House.  1701 18th
street. Charleston.  345-4224.
_______________________11/4
ATTENTION ALL GREEKS!
TOKENS ANNOUNCES A 10%
REDUCTION ON ALL IN-STOCK
MERCHANDISE FOR THE
DURATION OF FALL SEMES-
TER.  FOR THE BEST SELEC-
TION & BEST SERVICE ALWAYS
SHOP AT TOKENS!
______________________10/30
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity is
holding its third annual haunted
house Oct. 31 at 2103 12st North
Greek Court from 6-10p.m.  The
cost will be $1 for ages 12 and
under and $3 for adults.
______________________10/30
Wanted:  Cosby Tickets.  Call
Shelia at 345-8286.
______________________10/30
EASTSIDE PACKAGE HAL-
LOWEEN & PARENTS WEEK-
END SPECIALS.
BUD, BUD LT. 12 CANS $7.29
ROLLING ROCK 12 NR $6.99
SKOL V. 1.75L $7.99
CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 $9.99
KILLIANS 6 NR  $3.99
EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH ST.
& JACKSON AVE. 345-5722.
______________________10/30
Students-bring Mom & Dad in for
a free halloween Beanie Baby.
Limit 1 per family.  Quantities lim-
ited.  At the Giraffe 608 6th Street.
348-8821.
______________________10/30
EASTSIDE PACKAGE HAL-
LOWEEN & PARENTS WEEK-
END SPECIALS.
BUD, BUD LT. 12 CANS $7.29
ROLLING ROCK 12 NR $6.99
SKOL V. 1.75L $7.99
CAPTAIN MORGAN 750 $9.99
KILLIANS 6 NR  $3.99
EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH ST.
& JACKSON AVE. 345-5722.
______________________10/30
Running a little low on funds this
month?  Need an extra way to
earn some cash?  Sell your
unwanted items in the Daily
Eastern News.  Place your ads in
Buzzard Building today.
____________________OO/HA
Classifiedadvertising
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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UNCLEAR RECORDS.
The academic records for students who have outstanding
obligations with such departments as Booth Library, Athletic
Department, Textbook Rental Service, Financial Aid,
Chemistry Department, Security, Housing, etc. will be
marked unclear.  Each student should check with all depart-
ments to clear all obligations prior to semester or summer
term breaks and/or leaving the University permanently.
Official transcripts for any student with an unclear record will
be withheld and not sent to anyone or any place.  A hold on
a student's record precludes readmission, registration, or
graduation.
--Michael D. Taylor-Registrar.
Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be directed to the originator.
Quad
Bugs
The
Files of
Ned
Weedner
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The New Music Ensemble
from the University of Illinois at
Champaign/Urbana will make its
Eastern debut at a concert
Sunday night.
The performance will be held
at 7 p.m. Sunday in the Tarble
Arts Center. Regular concert-
goers are asked to take note of
the evening starting time.
According to a press release,
the program is designed to illus-
trate the radically different ways
vocal music has evolved in the
20th century.
“This concert will be a good
way for people to be introduced
to unique and significant 20th
century music,” said Michael
Watts, director of the Tarble
Arts Center.
The ensemble will play three
20th century works: Ell iott
Carter’s “A Mirror on Which to
Dwell,” George Crumb’s “Night
of the Four Moons” and John
Cage’s “Songbooks.”
“The pieces selected are non-
traditional but very interesting,”
said Marilyn Coles, a professor in
Eastern’s music department and
head of the Tarble Arts Center
chamber music series.
This latest concert in the
Tarble Arts Center chamber
music series will be presented in
what its director, composer
William Brooks, refers to as a
“workshop” approach.
Before performing the works,
Brooks and the ensemble will
introduce each piece with com-
ments and will illustrate key pas-
sages and techniques. 
Joining Brooks will be
University of Illinois graduate
students Kristin Perks Champa
and Joan Marie Dauber, who are
specializing in 20th century
music.
Brooks, an associate professor
in the School of Music at the
University of Illinois, is a distin-
guished composer, tenor and
conductor of vocal and instru-
mental ensembles in both the
United States and Great Britain.
Admission is $2.50 for full-
time students and senior citizens
and $4.50 for others.
Tickets can be purchased at
the door on the day of the con-
cert or in advance from the
Eastern Illinois University Music
Department by calling 581-3010.
The concert is sponsored by
the Tarble Arts Center and the
Eastern Illinois University Music
Department.
happy halloween from
Welcome Parents
Hot Music • Cold Beer
•Ride the haunted shuttle
& see Rich, our
driver
MOTHERS...
music from the 50’s,
60’s, 70’s, & 80’s
plus a little swing
Bring the folks to Hello Dali 
tonight 8pm-10pm 
(Let us Tickle your Funny Bone)
Now delivering 11 am
to close everyday 3 W. Lincoln 345-4743
1-14”
Large Pizza
with
2 toppings
$799
get it  delivered
same low price
get it  delivered
same low price
get it  delivered
same low price
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Original Large 14”Pizza
with one topping
Carry Out Special
Monday & Tuesday only
Lunch or Late
Midnight Munch
1 Large Pizza w/ 1 topping
plus Crazy Bread & (1)2-liter Bottle of Coke
$525 $1099
We accept Master Card & Visa
Store Hours
Mon-Thurs 11-1:30
Fri-Sat 11-2
Sun 11-11
Now Delivering 
all day
Dance! Dance! Dance!
Catch the Bug to Cut a Rug!
FREE! FREE!Dr. Wu’s Rock ‘n Soul Revue
Funky
Rhythms!
Friday, Oct. 30th
8:00 - 12:00 p.m.
University
Union
Ballroom
Classic 60’s
R&B!
“The best
dance band
I’ve ever seen.”
Joe Rogan 
Omni International
Southside Cafe
(South side of square)
open 5am - 2pm Mon-Fri
5am - 1pm Sat
Daily Lunch & Breakfast Specials
...starting at $2 .70
Serving breakfast anytime
feel strong
have fun
Advertise
Music Ensemble to debut at Tarble
Concert will be taught in illustrative ‘workshop’ approach
This concert will be
a good way for peo-
ple to be introduced to
unique and significant
20th century music.”
- Michael Watts, 
director of the Tarble
Arts Center
“
Like to write poetry?
The Verge likes to publish it.
Call Jaime at 581-2812.
by christopher weedman
Staff writer
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Blues Jam ’98 will rock Friends
& Co. with sounds of soul and
blues as part of this year’s
Domestic Violence Awareness
Month.
The Reverend Robert Blues
Band and the Homewreckers are
taking the stage Friday not only
to perform the best blues and
soul in Charleston, but  to raise
funds for Charleston’s Coalition
Against Domestic Violence.
“This is a night where they
could be working and making
money for their band members,
but instead they decided to give
us their fees. ... Friends has also
always supported our efforts to
end domestic violence,” said
Maureen Robinson, a member of
the coalition.
The coalition provides such
services as individual counseling
for women and children, a 24-
hour hotline, a shelter and legal
advocates to go to court to
secure orders of protection.
This week was full of fund rais-
ing events to support the coali-
tion. Friends owner Shannon
Sherwood wanted  to help pro-
vide one more event for the
awareness week.
“We decided to cap it off with
a night in the Dungeon,”
Sherwood said.
And what a night it will be. 
Blues Jam ’98 is hosted by the
Reverend Robert Blues Band.
The group has been around for
four years and is sure to cure an
ache for the blues.
“Our blues covers everything
from pre-war blues of the ’30s
and ’40s to some newer stuff like
Stevie Ray Vaughan,” said Robert
Reynolds, a junior history major
and creator and lead vocalist of
Reverend Robert’s and the
Homewreckers.
This blues crew covers such
hits as “Crosswoods” by Robert
Johnson, “Messin’ With the Kid”
by Junior Wells and “Champagne
and Reefer” by Muddy Waters.
“It’s pretty high-energy. We
span 60 years of
blues, so it’s all a
little different,”
said Reynolds.
“But it’s pretty
upbeat. There is
usually a lot of
dancin’.”
But the
Reverend Robert
Bluesers are no
strangers when
it comes to help-
ing a good cause.
This will be their
fourth year per-
forming at the
Turkey Testicle
Festival at
Friends, where the proceeds go
to an annual food drive, and it
will be their second year at the
Paris Heart Foundation.
It won’t be all blues, though.
The Homewreckers are excited
to bring their blend of soul and
R&B to funk things up a bit.
The band recently changed its
style by adding jazz studies
majors Jon Siddle and Brian Shaw
to add a little more trumpet and
trombone sound. In the past, the
band has covered ZZ Top tunes
and even a little bit of country
and cajun.
“We’re a horn band now. Pure
soul and funk,” Reynolds said.
The Homewreckers cover
such tunes as “I Feel Good” by
James Brown, “Pick up the
Pieces” by Average White Band
and “Mustang Sally” by Wilson
Pickett.
“People really like it. It’s great
to play music you know people
are going to enjoy. I’ve never
heard anyone who hasn’t liked
James Brown,” Shaw said.
Shaw also
appreciates his
fellow soul-mak-
ers.
“Not all of
them have stud-
ied music , but
they’re all great
players. They’re
so naturally tal-
ented and gen-
uine. I really dig
that,” Shaw said.
“And they’re
also really easy
to work with.
So that helps a
lot.”
Blues Jam ’98
starts rumbling at 9 p.m. Friday in
the Dungeon, located in the base-
ment of Friends & Co., 509 Van
Buren Ave. Tickets are $5 and all
proceeds go toward the
Coalition Against Domestic
Violence. The show is open to
those 21 years-old  or older.
NEED AN HIV TEST?
Free Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at Eastern’s Health Service after hours on Thursdays
and at the Coles County Health Department (825 18th Street)
The new ORASURE testing method is used (no blood draw required)
Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing site
348-0530 / 258-0530
ask for Joyce of Judy
CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln  348-1232  
We
DELIVER
Everyday
Lunch Buffet 11am ~ 2pm $5.20...includes softdrink
Dinner Buffet  4:30 ~ 8pm $7.10
10% off Buffet w/ Student ID
Carry Out Buffet Available
Everyday Dinner Specials served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon
or Egg Roll & choice of BBQ Pork 
or Chicken Fried Rice...Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm                              Fri-Sat 11am-10pm
Central Illinois Vision Association
Sunsation
Tanning Salon
We accept all major credit cards.
605 Monroe
345-3142
Located in 
Styles & Co. Hair Salon
1 for $5
5 for $20
12 for $35
20 for $50
25 tans for 
$50
October SpecialJam to help
raise funds for
anti-domestic
violence group
by jessica sedgwick
Staff writer
Blues for a cause
This is a night
where they could
be working and making
money for their band
members, but instead
they decided to give us
their fees.
– Maureen Robinson,
member of the coalition
“
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Chicago sculptor Terrence
Karpowicz will present a slide
lecture about his art at 7 p.m.
Tuesday at the Tarble Arts
Center.
The lecture will run in con-
junction with the art exhibition
“Contemporary Kinetic Art and
the Folk Tradition: A Sense of
Whimsy,” which is currently on
display at Tarble.
Karpowicz has developed an
international reputation as a
sculptor. He began sculpting after
moving to New York to become
a painter. He worked with artist
Larry Poons and turned to
sculpting after being exposed to
it by Mark DiSuvero.
Karpowicz attended graduate
school at the University of
Illinois, where under a Fulbright-
Hays Fellowship, he was able to
work with the guidance of an
English millwright.
He began sculpting from wood
and has since util ized steel,
stone, and other materials. He
also became interested in kinetic
sculpture, or sculpture that
moves.
Institutions such as the State
of Il l inois’ Department of
Revenue and the University of
Illinois at Chicago have commis-
sioned his work. Other
Karpowicz works are on display
at Northern Illinois University,
the Tbilisi Museum in the former
Soviet Union Republic of
Georgia, the Corcoran Gallery of
Art, the Art Institute of Chicago
and Navy Pier in Chicago.  
“A Sense of Whimsy” looks at
the history of weather vanes,
whirligigs and balancing toys, and
it examines how they relate to
non-motorized kinetic sculpture
by contemporary artists. 
The exhibit will be on display
at Tarble until Nov. 22. The
showcase was put together by
Eastern Illinois University Art
Professor Jeff Boshart.
The exhibit is co-sponsored by
the EIU art department and is
partially funded by the Illinois
Arts Council and Tarble Arts
Center membership contribu-
tions. 
Admission to the lecture is
free and everyone is invited to
attend.
The Place
Dukes of Hazard
Halloween Party
Daisy Duke Contest 11pm
Grand Prize  Free Limo for One Night
Other Great Giveaways
$2.00 Tarantula Margaritas, 
$1.00 16 oz. Drafts 8 Miles East on Rt. 16
349-8613
For Rides  348-RIDE
MARTIN LUTHER KING,  JR. 
University Union Bookstore
Fall Semester Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 
8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Get 
“Geared” up
for
Family
Weekend
with 
25% OFF
GEAR
Big Cotton
ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ 
ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ  ΦΔΘ 
PHI DELTA THETA
1st Annual 
SAUSAGEFEST
October 31st
Football Tailgating
11AM til 2 PM
ALL YOU CAN EAT $ 4.00
2 Large 
1 Item Pizzas
$9.99+tax
20 Inch 
1 Item Pizza
$9.99+tax
Specials for
carry out & delivery
348-5454
???????? ?? ?????? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ??? ??? ?? ? ??
??? ????????????????
CHEESTICKS
Small
$4.00
Medium
$5.00
Large
$6.00
JUST ASK!!!
Large 1 
Item Pizza
$4.99 +tax
Medium
1 Item Pizza
$3.99 +tax
4 Large
1 Item
Pizzas
$19.99
+tax
*Not in the mood for pizza...
try our subs, salads, chicken wings, & lasagna
Valid 10/26/98 thru 11/1/98
Halloween party
$150
$5000
$4000
$2500
1st place
2nd place
3rd place
$225 bacardi limon mixerslong island ice teas
16oz
miller lite
saturday
*prizes for costumes*
drink specials
all weekend
Only at ZORBAS!
SUPER GREEK SALAD
Spaghetti Special 
Crispy Garden Salad,  & Garlic Bread
ONLY
$2.99 WOW!
Eggplant Parmesean
over Spaghetti
$5.99
348-8055 Delivery until 4 am
Fresh
Chicken
Wings
Buy a
Greek
Salad & get
a Gyros
FREE
When your
money’s
running out,
and the rent
is coming due...
Sell your stuff
in The News’
Classifieds!
THEY WILL
WORK FOR
YOU!!
Ma
c’sUPTOWNER
Tuesday:
Pool Tournaments
starts @ 7 pm
$1.25 Rolling Rock
Every Thursday...
Foosball Tournaments
begins @ 8 pm
$1.50 Rail Drinks
?????????????
Great Deals
???????????????
?????????????
E
I
U
????????? ???
?????????? ???
Chicago sculptor to speak on his art
by james ryan
Staff writer
Slide show will focus
on non-motorized
kinetic sculpture
If you’re feeling the urge,
Submit your poetry to the Verge.
Call Jaime at 581-2812.
